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The Calloway County Road Department and the CETA workers are currently constructing a new bridge on the
Squire-Irving Road located South of KY 1550 West, near Sinking Spring Church. The bridge crosses the east for)( of
the Clarks River. The concrete and steel structure will replace a wooden bridge which was earlier condemned by
the State Highway Department. The replacement crossing will be 41 feet long with 12 feet high concrete piers. The
floor of the bridge will have four sets of steel eye-beams underneath the top floor. A spokesman for the Calloway
County Road Department said the new bridge would be strong enough to allow large farm machinery such as
combines and heavy grain trucks to pass over it.
'Join Now' Is Plea From Civic
Music Association Committee
"Join now" is the special plea being
sent to former members q Murray
Civic Music Association MCMA by
the MCMA committee on funding
headed by vice-president for funding
John C. Winter.
Noting that the first MCMA concert is
scheduled only 13 days after the end of
the regular membership drive
scheduled for September 13-17, Winter
says that early enrollment as a
member or patron will give the staff
more time for processing tickets and
mailing membership cards.
Funds received from charter patrons
last year, Winter said, permitted
enriched programming and en-
couraged the board to venture into a far
more amiltious concert series for the
coming season.
Patrons of last year included Dr. and
Mrs. Douglas 0. Abbott, Mr. and Mrs.
James Rudy Allbritten, Mrs. Eugene
Berrill, Mr. and Mrs. J. Donald Brock,
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bryan, Dr. and
Mrs. Charles Ronald Cella,
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Lee Conley, Jr.;
Ms. Doris M. Conner, Dr. and Mrs?
Constantine Curris, Mrs. Ed Diuguid,
Miss Clara Eagle, Mrs. G. W. Ed-
monds, Dr. and Mrs. Keith Ellis,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Flood, Capt.
( USN ret. ) and Mrs. Gaylord Forrest,
Mr. and Mrs. John Fortin, Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Garrison, Dr. and Mrs.
Marshall Gordon.
Mrs. W. B. Graves, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hendon, Dr. and Mrs_ Stanford
Hertdrickson, Miss Ann Herron, Mr.
and Mrs. Harlan Hodges, Dr. and Mrs.
Donald G. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Max
B. Hurt,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Johnson, Dr.
and Mrs. Conrad H. Jones, Dr. and Mrs.
A. H. Kopperud, Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
Mrs. John Livesay, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph -
Lorenz,
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Dr. and
Mrs. C. S. Lowry, Murray Fabrics,
Inc., Mr. and Mrs. Don Rogers, Dr. and
Mrs. Raymond Roof, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter D. Sagrera, Miss Frances
Sexton, Mr. and Mrs, Lewis C. Sowell,
Dr. and Mrs. Harry M. Sparks, Dr.
Rubie Smith, Col. and Mrs. John R.
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Trotter, Miss Roberta Whitnah,
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Winter, and Mr.
and Mrs. Stephen Yarbrough.
Sustaining patrons were Mrs.-W. S.
Atkins, Mr. J. F. Atkins, The Bank of
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Farrell,
Dr. and Mrs. James C. Hart,
Mr. and Mrs. W. Terrell Johnson, Mr.
and Mrs. Royal C. Kain, The Murray
Ledger and Times, The Music
Opponents Seek Cancellation
Department of Murray Woman's Club,
Dr. and Mrs. Joe N. Prince, and WNBS-
WAAW
Fisher-Price Toys was a corporate
sponsor.
Winter pointed out that the 1976-77 is
the most ambitious program ever at-
tempted by MCIL't, although the group
has always provided the very best
programs the budget would allow, a
budget swelled each year by assistance
from Murray State University and the
Kentucky Arts Commission. "
Contributing greatly tothe success of
MCMA has been also the untiring work
of members who have participated in
the membership drive enlisting both old
and new memberships.
The new drive for patrons, started
last year, has helped and will again this
year.
Reciprocal agreement with the
Paducah Community Concert
Association enables MCMA members
to attend Paducah concerts.
Concerts this coming season. will
feature pianist Van Clibura, guitarist,
Michael Lorimer, violinist Eugene
Fodor, and the Edward Villela dance
group.
Money for memberships and patron
donations may be sent to Murry Civic
Music Association, 1010 Westgate
Drive, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Court Of Appeals Blocks Hike
in Natural Gas Price Ceilings
WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S.
Court of Appeals is blocking a $1.5-
billion a year increase in natural gas
price ceilings while opponents seek to
cancel the new ceilings.
The court issued an order Wednesday
to temporarily stop the higher rate
ceftings approved on Tuesday by the
Federal Power Commission. Opponents
said the new rate ceilings are so close to
rates charged for enregulated in-
Cloudy and Warm
Variable cloudiness and warm this
afternoon through Friday. Chance of
showers and thundershowers this af-
ternoon with a slight chance for them
tonight and Friday. The highs this
afternoon and Friday in the mid 80s to
near 90. The lows tonight in the mid 80s
to row 70s
The outlook for Saturday is showers
and thundershowers to continue Ath
hot and humid temperatures.
trastate gas that they amount to an
FPC attempt Li abandon its legal
responsibility to regulate interstate
prices.
A coalition of 16 petitioners
challenged the FPC rate ceilings
Wednesday, asking the appellate court
to prevent collection of higher rates
until the court hears the case. The order
granting a delay did not say if the ap-
peals court would accept the case for
review.
Issued by Judges Charles Fahy and
Spottswood Robinson III, the order
imposed an immediate stay of the in-
crease "until further order."
Opponents of the higher FPC
approved rate ceiling said they also
weee asking the FPC to reconsider its '
decision approving the boost.
As approved by the FPC, the new rate
ceiling would allow interstate natural
gas pipelines to double and triple the
previous price ceiling on new natural
gas supplies sold by producers to the
pipelines.
The FPC said this would mean toe
average residential customer would
pay about $15.60 more per year for
natural gas, an increase of about 6 per
cent. The FPC said the actual amount
would depend on where in the country
the custoiner liva' Fpr instance. a -P
customer in Florida might face a -
yearly increase of about $5.20 a year,
but one in Ohio, where winters are'
colder, would see his bill boosted by
some $23.14.
The petitioners in the court case said
it would take the FPC at least 60 days—
probably longer — to review their
request. They argued that without a
court order blocking the new price
ceilings, the higher rates would cost
consumers at least $367 million during
the appeal.
They said there is virtually no chance
consumers could get a refund if the
FPC or the courts eventually overturn
the price increase.
Photo by Dan D. Patterson
Roads Here To
Get Repaving
Calloway County is among the eight
Western Kentucky counties -to be
awarded 11 road contracts totalling
$942,458. -
The project local* is three miles of
the Murray-Wiswell-Harris Grove
Road, KY 1580, from Highway 121 to
Highway. 1660; 1.5 miles of the College
Farro, Road; and the I,es Todd Road
frofn Highway 280 to Highway 94.
The Jim Smith Contracting Co of
Grand Rivers will do the work at a cost
of $139,193.




CHOW CHILLA, Calif. (AP) —James
Schoenfeld, the second of three
suspects sought in the Chowchilla
.bus-kidnaping, was captured without a
struggle today after he was spotted
driving a van on a freeway south of San
Francisco.
At the moment he was captured,
Schoenfeld's brother, Richard, 22, was
being taken from the Alameda County
jail at Oakland for a three-houndrive to
Chowchilla for arraignment' in the
bizarre abduction of 26 children and
their bus driver.
One suspect in the July 15 kidnaping
remains —at large. He is Frederick N.
Woods IV, 24, whose father owns the
quarry in Livermore where the
children and the bus driver were im-
prisoned in a van for 18 hours before
they dug their way out.
James Schoenfeld was booked at the
San Mateo County Jail in Redwood City
on kidnap and unlawful flight charges,
officials said.
Both Schoenfelds and Woods were
charged in a warrant issued last week
with 27 counts of kidnaping and 16
counts of robbery. The robbery charges
stem from the taking of clothes and
other items from the kidnap victims.
After a week-long odyssey in which
he was reported seen in several areas of
the Pacific Northwest, James
Schoenfeld, 24, was seen Wednesday
night by "someone who knew him" as
he drove an Idaho-licensed van througli
Menlo Park, a San Francisco Peninsula
community only a few miles from his
home.
An all-points bulletin was issued and
the search continued through the night.
According to early reports, James
SchOenfeld-was spied again by police at
Mountain View at about dawn on U.S.
101,- a major north-south freeway.
Schoenfeld turned off the highway into
Menlo Park where he was captured at
about 6:55 a.m. just off the freeway by
San Mateo County deputies and officers
from the Menlo Park and Redwood City
police departments.
FBI agents then reportedlY took him
to the San Mateo County jail in Red-
wood City. The van, which had been
purchased at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, was
found to contain camping gear, toilet
articlie, old clotheS and sleeping bags.
There was no immediate word on
whether the van contained any
weapons.
Authorities, meanwhile, transported
Richard Schoenfeld to his arraignment
in Chowchilla. He was being driven
here from the Alameda County jail in
Oakland for a foriaal reading of the
charges before Judge Howard C.
Green, who set bail at $1 million when
the younger Schoenfeld brother
surrendered last Friday.
Immediately after the arraignment,
authorities planned to fly Richard
Schoenfeld back to Oakland, 175 miles
north of here, where he has been held in
a hospital cell for observation.
Richard Sphoenfeld's lawyer,
William Gagen, said his client will
plead innocennto the 43 counts pending -
against him.
His lawyers have said they plan to
ask for a reduction of bail and a change
of venue to get the trial moved out of the
county where the kidnaping occurred.
With emotions running high In tue
small farming community since the
kidnaping. Madera County Sheriff Ed
Bates said police officers will be
stationed on rooftops along the,-two
blocks of Chowchilla's main street
during the arraignment. 'A Special
Weapon's and Tactics (SWAT ) team.
also will be on alert.
Bates said ohly a few spectators,
reporters and court personnel will be
allowed in the 48-seat courtroom, and
that all will be searched.
Hou-Se Votes—To
Reprimand Sykes
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House
voted overwhelmingly today to
reprimand a subcommittee chairman,
Rep. Robert L. F. Sikes, on two counts
of financial misconduct.
It was the House's first punishment of
a member since 1969 when it fined
Harlem , Democrat Adam Clayton
Powell and stripped him of seniority.
There were only three spejakers in the
debate before the reprimand against
Sikes, a Florida Democrat..
One of the speakers, Rep. Andrew
McGuire, D-N.J., said the House ethics
committee should have recommended
a stiffer punishment than censure. lie
said. members should consider whether --
to take away Sikes' chairmanship of the
House military construction ap-
propriations subcommittee next year.
Chinese Admit 'Great Losses'
In Quake; Aftershocks Continue
TOKYO (AP) — The Chinese Com-
munist party today admitted "great
losses" of life and property' from the
major earthquakes in a heavily
populated industrial area' of northeast
China east and southeast of Peking. But
no casiealty figures or damage
estimates were given.
Aftershocks were reported con-
tinuing.
Hsinhua, the official Chinese news
agency, reported "extremely serious
damage and losses" in Tangshan, an
industrial city of more than a million
people 80 miles east-southeast of.
Peking and 40 miles northeast of
Tientsin.
,,..lisinhua said the first quake .was
centered in the Tangshan-Fengnan
area and "comparatively strong
shocks" were felt in Peking and
Tientsin, China's third largest city with
a population of 4.3 Million.
"Since the quake was not predicted in
advance, it is believed, that many of the
residents of Tangshan did not have time
to escape," the Peking office of Kyodo,
the Japanese news agency, reported.
Kyodo said ciamage in Peking "has
been held to the minimum" but
"damage of considerable scope is
reported in Tientsin."
Fgemer Prime Minister Gough
Whilam of Australia, who was in
Tientsin when the first quake hit, said
' TODAY'S INDEX
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most modern structures withstood the
shock, but older buRtlings "collapsed
completely." He said the first tremor
was followed by "very large explosions
on the horizon" and many aftershocks.
Foreigners in Peking said the
casualty toll in the capital did not ap-
pear to be heavy. The U.S, Liaison
Office reported that all Americans- in
Peking and Tientsin were safe, and the
head of the American mission, Thomas
Gates, offered the Chinese government
American aid.
''Our great leader-.Chairman Mao,
the Party Central Committee and the
State Council (cabinet) are very much
concerned for the masses of people in
the earthquake-stricken area," said
Hsinhua.
It said Communist party officials of
Hopeh province rushed to the quake
aras to direct quake-prevention and
relief work. People in the areass."have
been promptly organized in a united
fight against the effects of the ear-
thquake," the agency said.
Ice Cream Social
Planned At Woman's
Club House Monday ipe.
A "Come As You Are" Ice Cream
Social will be held on Monday, August 2,
from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. on the patio and
lawn of the Murray Woman's Club
House, 701 Vine Street; Murray.
The special event will be sponsored
by the Music Department of the club.
The public is cordially invited to attend
and especially all other departments of
the club and their families. said Mrs.
Hugh Noffsinger, -chairman of the
Music Department. .
This will be a "come as you are"
party and homemade ice cream will be
sold along with homemade cake. Music
will be presented.
It was the first official Chinese report
on the quake, and it was not issued until
20 hours after the first shock.
The U.S. Earthquake Information
Service recorded the first quake at 3:40
a. m. Peking time Wednesday and said
it measured 8.2 on the Richter Scale. It
was the Strongest earth shock
registered by the service since the
Alaska quake in 1964, which measured
8.4.
About 15 hours later a second major
quake registered 7.4 after minor




The 967h annual Fancy Farm picnic'
will be held Saturday, August 7, with
State Representative Lloyd Clapp as
master of ceremonies • for the day's
activities from 10:00 a. m. to midnight.
Tom Scott will open the political
speaking session at 2:00 p. m. by*
singing the national anthem. Kentucky
Governor Julian Carroll', IA. Governor
Thelma Stovall, Congressman Carroll
Hubbard, • along • with other
distinguished guests will be present.
Friends of the Faith group from
Eddyville will present special music
and bingo will be played throughout. the
afternoon and evening. Music will also
be by Wolf Man and the Pack and also
the New Harvest group.
A drawing for a new Ford LTD will be
held, according to sponsors of the
event, St. Jerome Catholic Church.
Dinner will be served starting at 11:00
a. M. and supper at 4:30 p. rp., featuring
home cooked food.
For information persons may call
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Troy Bennett, seated in front, and .rother, Trevor
Bennett, were honored for their.- fourth and sixth bir-
thdays on June 26 and 27 respectively with a party with
Pockets The Clown as special guest by their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Bennett, at their .home on Route Two,
Puryear, Tenn. The clown entertained with magic tricks
and games, and refreshments were served. The two
boys opened their gifts. Attending were Kyle Bennett,
Corey Belcher, Greg and Grant Bennett, Sean and Marisa
Dtincan, and Sam Lee Howell, cousins; Tonya Collins,
Scarlett Valentine, Mickey Smith, Shane Story, Chris Lid-
dle, Wade, Priscilla, and Jason Ray, Eric Knott, Richie and
Missy Thompson, Robert and Robin Newcomb, and
Mark Cantrell, friends; Mrs. Cora Jackson, great grand-
mother Mrs. Moline Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dun-
can, grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Hughes Bennett, Mr. and
Mrs. David Belcher, Mr. and Mrs. Brent Bennett, Mrs.
Kareen Duncan, Mrs. Nancy Smith, and Mrs. Anita









































By Abigail Van Buren
1,76 by Chocaso 1,.burge N I Nows Sync/ Int
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is married, has four children
and was separated from her husblind when she went to live
with a divorced manJI'll call him John.) She lived with him
for 14 months, then he was killed.
After John died, my daughter claimed that she was his
widow, and now she is receiving his Social Security, which
amounts to a lot of money.
I am worried sick about this. Doesn't the Social Security
Office check these claims? And if they do, and it beComes
known that she was never married to John, what can they
do to her?
NO NAME OR TOWN, PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: The Social Security Office requires
the birth certificates of all the children if the woman is
claiming benefits for them, plus a marriage certificate to
prove that she is indeed married to the man. Your daughter
must have forged these documents.
If the S.S. office discovers a poaible fraud, they turn it
over to the District Attorney's office for investigation and
possible prosecution. It found guilty, the accused must
repay all the money and possibly face a fine anti/or
imprisonment.
DEAR ABBY: I am going to give my girlfriend a
diamond soon, but here's the problem:
Her father is in the jewelry business, and I don't know
whether I should buy the ring from him or not. I'm afraid if
1 go to him, he might think I'm expecting a better price,
which I assure I am not.
If! buy the ring from a competitor, I'm afraid.my girl will
..... be hurt
What should I do?
BUYING A DIAMOND
DEAR BUYING: Buy the diamond from your future
, father-in-law. If he offers you a special price land he
probably will), don't be a schnook -accept it.
DEAR ABBY: When I was 19, I married a man who was
27, and we were so much in love we never thought we would
have any problems. We have been married two years, and I
am miserable.
He is a professional man, and I never got past the ninth
grade. He is always correcting my English and has even
suggested I go back to school and graduate.
Abby, I feel that he thinks I am not good enough for him.
If he Rived me as I was, why is he ashamed of me now?
What should I do?
UNEDUCATED
DEAR UN: Get in touch with your public education
system and resume your schooling where you quit. It can bq
done by mail or in evening classes with other adults. Your
husband loves you, or he wouldn't encourage you to
graduate. There is no shame in not knowing-only in
refusing to learn.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,
send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,






'ream will havq,an intra-squad
meet aistbe Murray-Calloway
Park followed by trophy
awards, watermelon feat
and short business session.
Swinuners should be at the
park by 3:45 p.m. and parents
are urged to attend.
- —
Twilight Golf will be at the
Murray Country Club at 6:45
p.m. with Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Muehleman as chairmen.
Woodland Walk, one hour
stroll along a quiet trail, will
start at the Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
three p.m.
Faculty recital by David
Nelson, violin, Neale Mason,
violincello, and Thomas
Baker, piano, will be at 8:15
p.m. at the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex, at 8:15 p.m.
Friday, July $8




Men's meeting for members
and guests will be at seven
p.m. at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church with Jesse
Stuart as guest speaker. A
barbecue dinner will be
served. Families are to bring
a dessert and a salad or
vegetable.
Purchase Area Men's
Fellowship will be organized
at the Graves County Court
House, Mayfield, at 7:30 p.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 for tran-
sportation.
Early Birds, 1/2 hour stroll
In search of birds, will start at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes, at 7:30 a.m.
Special event on Soil Secrets
will start at Jenny Ridge
Picnic Area, Land Between
the Lakes, at two p.m.
Annual meeting of Bazzell
Cemetery will be held with
Bro. Steven Cobb speaking at
eleven a.m. Leave donations
at Sledd's Grocery or mail to





Saturday, July 31 
Color slide program Miss Debbie Hart Complimentedon
start at center statio„, Lraw ialirkia-S h OWer P.aschall 
Home"Our Feathered•Friends" will ••
p.m.
Road side sale will continue
at Deward's Chapel Church,
East Highway 94, with
proceeds to go for new church
pews.
Registration of Calloway
High Cheerleading Clinic for
August 2-5 will be at the rear
of Calloway School from nine
to eleven a.m.
Sunday, August 1
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Parrish
of Dexter Route One will have
open home in celebration of
golden wedding annivemary
from two to four p.m.
Recital by Lisa McKight,
Owensboro, piano, will be
3:30 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU. ••
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph
wine honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with an
open house at the home of
Mrs. Walter Baker, 1312 Wells
Boulevard, from two to 4:30
p.m.
The movie, "A Time To
Run," will be shown at the
Murray Church of the
Nazarene, Doran Road at
Plainview, at six p. m.
Admission is free.
' Monday, August t
Cheerleading Clinic will
open at Calloway County High
School.
• Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association will
meet at two p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30a.m. ate* club house.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.
To prevent burns, wear
gloves When you handle dry
Ice. Pack the glove* with other
gear when yowan ring fish-
ing or picnickbig. and plan to















then come in and save.
Pant 999 Long 
999 'Dresses 
Reg. to 43.99
SAVE 50% to 70% at BEHR'S -
13avAAAAg&Itti,t, Km • Newpcetk Ky. Mahnom KAI • Ca4AAp(xiiwtlit 141* GTU;65C1-pik•
Miss Debbie Hart, bride-
elect of Donnie Paschall, was
honored at a bridal shower on
July 3 at the home of Mrs.
Vernon Paschall of Puryear,
Tenn.
HosteCes were Misses
Diane Burnett, cousin of the
bride-elect, Carolyn Paschall,
and Marilyn Paschall, sisters
of the groom-to-be.
Games were played with
Mrs. Enlos Tarkington and
Mrs. Gervis Paschall being
the winners.
After the games Donnie and
Debbie opened their wide
assortment of gifts. About 35
guests attended.
The serving table was
covered with a yellow cloth.
On it was a two-tiered cake,
made by Mrs. John Weiher,
Sr., decorated in pink and
green. Opposite the cake, the
punch bowl was filled with
Between the Lakes, at two
pink punch, following the
chosen colors of the bride.
Also served were a variety of
other cgICes, with nuts and
mints.
Special guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Don Hart and Jimmy,
parents and brother of the
bride-elect, Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Paschall and Steven,
parents and brother of the





Two favorite flavors har-
monize in this anytime milk
drink: Place 1/2 cup, each, of
creamy peanut butter and
maple-blended syrup into a
mixing bowl. Beat together
until blended, then gradually















GREGORY PECK LEE REMICK
THE OMEN
R IMIT1111711.••
Late Show Fri.-Sat. 11:40 P. M.
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Elizabeth Ann Wilson Honored
At Bridal Shower Held, Muriay
Miss Elizabeth Ann Wilson,
Fulton, July bride-elect of
Phillip Springer, was honored
with a miscellaneous shower
held Wednesdly., July 21, in
the Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.
Your Individual Horicope 
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, JULY 36,
Look in the section in which worthwhile objectives. Striae
your birthday comes and find your innate foresight.
what yOurouLlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
to the stars. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A day in which to tie up loosewas a crock pot. ARIES alies4  ends :•Jid make any required-The Atoefeer44-11(gri„...Euch, cake, mints, and (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ' improvements. Don't coin-
Mesdames Freed Cotham.; nuts Wwed__s plicate situations by acting
su ,
authority generally. Any or all
should be receptive to your
ideas.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tiGt





(May 72 to June 21) 11.419F.
Your imagination highly
stimulated and, while you may
not capitalize on new ideas
immediately, they should be
happily productive in the
future.
CANCER
John L. Williams, William E.
Moffett, and Woodrow Dunn.








to show magnilicest details







wore a two tone pink pant suit
and was presented with a
corsage of daisies by the
hostesses. She opened her
many lovely gifts and was
assisted by Mrs. C,otham. The
hostesses' gilt to the honoree
beautifully appointed table
overlaid with a white net and
satin cloth over yellow and
centered with an arrangement
of summer flowers flanked by
yellow candles.
Contests were held with
prizes being won by Mrs.
Moffett and Mrs. Dunn who





Klapp, Milton Jones, Jack
Persall, Kenneth Jackson,
Ralph Morris, Jack Norwine,




The KSALPN District 17
Unit 1 will hold its monthly
meeting on Tuesday, August 3
at seven p.m. at the Westview
Nursing Home.
All members and non-
members are urged to attend.
The topic for discussion will be
"Continuing Education and
C.E.U. credits," which will be






Baby Girl Butler (mother
Geneva A.), Rt. 1-Box 19-A,
Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dottie L Bailey, 1636
Main, Murray, Joel Hen-
derson II, 707 Vine, Fulton,
Sherla Underwood, B-3
Embassy Apts. Murray, Jerry
Broach, 705 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Eva E. Tomlin,
105 Carroll, Hickman, Mrs.
Doris Snow, Rt. 2, Blichanan,
Tn., Mrs. Sandra G. Fulton,
Rt. 5, Box 206, Murray, Festus
Futrell, Rt. 3, Murray,
Commie E. Cain Sr., 805 S.
4th., Murray, Mrs. Estelle L.
Sanders, Rt. 1, Farmington.
Ladies of the Community
Read This Carefully!:
This ;‘ just a survey, not a solicitation.
An insured and guaranteed service geared to your
needs in the home is being formed in the near future.
An all inclusive service of trained personnel at
reasonable costs.
Would you be interested?
For More information call. .
753-4133
(June 22 to July Z1) et)
There is evidence that
competition is on the move.
Don't be left at the post. Good
judgment and prompt action
needed.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1244
Once you kiave made up your
mind, beck up decisions with
vigorous action. You may run
into some opposition, but you
can win with reason and logic.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 7/10/1
There's a tendency now to let
things slide. But without careful
thinking and planning, com-
plexities could arise to plague
you later. Face up to future
requirements.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may feel somewhat
stymied in your plans, but skies




( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Quiet steps may be the most
important ones now, but they
must be steady, knowing ones,




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
There are tendencies now
toward excitement, undue
reaction to disappointment,
altering plans needlessly. Be
alert to your own moods and
curb the harmful ones.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A good day! Get out your bag
of tricks and launch your pet
projects - especially those
having to do with creative in-
terests and family affairs.
PISCES
!Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC'
Much activity indicated, and
excellent stellar influences
favor any number of good en-
deavors - including new un-





YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a magnetic
personality, boundless ambition
and a tremendous capacity for
achievement. You are genu-
inely concerned about your
fellowman, but insist on helping
tern in your own way - and in
the areas in which YOU think he
needs help. Try to cultivate a
more universal viewpoint to
properly evaluate the needs of
those to whom you would give
assistance. Unusually versatile,
there are many fields open to
you in the choice of a career, but
you would probably achieve
your greatest successes in the
areas of, business, finance,
politics, statesmanship and
writing - especially as a
journalist You are also a born
salesman and, when necessary,
meet adversity with powerful
resolution. Birthdate of: Henry
Ford, auto magnate; Casey
Stengel, baseball manager.
Paschall Speaks At Dinner For
Baptist Men, Sinking Spring
The Baptist-Men.of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
met at the Triangle Inn on




The Alice Waters Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church held its June meeting
at the home of Mrs. A. W.




presented the program on the
subject of "Christian Family
Living."
A report was given on visits
with the circle shutins.
Refreshments were served




*ave on Lady Allen I
Sleep Seto-by Simmons
Made by Simmons according
to Ethan AllenZs exact
specifications! Lady Allen I
Luxury Firm mattres.
and box springs provide
these superb features!






• Printed rayon cover
$79" Reg. $8995
• Twin size Mattress or Box Spring.
Full, Queen and King also sale priced.
Come on over to our house...
• OPEN FRIDAY NM







114 NORTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, KY.
PHONE 44.1625/
p.m. with nineteen members
and three visitors present.
L. D. Warren led the





interesting talk about the
young people of the church A
new shut-in was given to each
member for the month of
August.
Bro. Lawson Williamson
closed the meeting with a
special emphasis upon prayer
for the revival starting July
25. Prayer requests were
made and Raymond Crawford
led the closing prayer.
The next meeting will be




arrangements are as im-
portant as the flowers
themselves. Choose con-
tainers that are appropriate in
size, shape and color. Avoid--
the shiny, decorated type,
because it calls attention to
itself rather than to the
flowers. Off-white, green,
gray, beige, brown, and black
containers will not compete
with the flowers colors. All of
these will be less noticeable
than the flowers. Basic shapes
for regular flower containers
include shallow, rectangular
ones; low, round bowls, tall
rectangular, and tall round
containers; and the classic
urn. These might be 'made of
glass, pottery or metal.
Besides the regular flower
bases, there are many objects
around the house that make'
interesting containers. A
wooden mixing bowl is nice for
coarses flower arrangments,
such as marigolds or zinnias.
Pewter containers, such as
pitchers or sugar bowls, would,
be nice for more delicate
flowers. Other interesting
flower holders may be found
among your vegetable dishes,
soup tureens, or old bottles -
Mildred Potts, LaC,enter.
MOVE TO LOUISVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Doran and
daughter, Amy Faith, are
moving toil Louisville where
Mr. Doran will be attending
the seminary there. Mrs.
Doran (Kaye) will be teaching
in a Christian school there.
  we
No time to make *hitt sauce
for freshly cooked spinach' If
there is commercial Our
cream in the refrigerator, trl
tieing some of it: stir the cream




All Summer Merchandise Must




On Sale For Only
10" To 24
THE LOWEST PRICES OF THE SEASON! Buy today and really
save at these ridiculously low prices. Make your
selection from exciting junior, missy and lialf-sizes
in all of the wanted summer colors and textures.




















OUR REG: 6.00 TO 16.00
1" T0 5"
SHOE SALE!
REG. 18.00 TO 30.00
ALL SUMMER STYLES!
SPORTSWEAR

















Walter L. Apperson, publisher
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Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
That Isn't The
Way It Is At All .
Part I
One thing having an information
booth at the recent Calloway County
Fair brought home to us is that a lot of
people have some wrong ideas about
the Humane Society and its programs.
This week's and next week's columns
will examine a few that cropped up.
A couple of individuals expressed the
opinion that "If you bad to live with the
blackbirds, you wouldn't be so all-fired
anxious to save them." "Why don't you
mind your own business!" one of them
told us. Comment: The local Humane
Society does not necessarily support
positions held by national organizations
— it makes up its own mind on issues.
While we regret very much that a
better way of exterminating the birds
than Turgitol has not been found, some
of our members feel that blackbirds are
a danger to the health of nearby
residents and will have to be killed.
"The Humane Society," one visitor
charged, "is a group of outsiders ,and
little old ladies soft on animals."
Comment: Actually, the vast majority
of our members were born in Calloway
County, and few are over 35 years old!
We represent a variety of occupations:
farmers, businessmen, a dog warden, a
kennel owner, a judo instructck, ac-
countants, housewives, doctors,
_university professors, school children,
truck drivers, housewives, an athletic
coach, etc. etc. Our position on black-
birds above), for example, is a
practical one, and is hardly "soft."
In the same vein, another visitor
opined that "The Humane Society is a
tiny group of fringies with little in-
fluence." Comment: Despite our recent
founding, we are one of the largest civic
groups in the county — more than 160
members, and growing. Many of our
members hold important positions in
the community and are active in other
civic organizations. (Fortunately, only
a handful of the hundreds who visited
our booth were as hostle as this visitor
was!)
Several visitors to our booth assumed
that "The Humane Society operates the
local dog pound," and took Us to task for
the "deplorable" conditions there.
Comment: The city and county,
governments, not the Humane Society,
operate the dog pound. The Humane
Society has attempted to improve the
miserable conditions there, while
working for a new shelter with
adequate facilities. We visit the pound
daily, cleaning cages, providing bed-
ding and food and water, thawing water
dishes in the winter, assisting with
adoption, etc. For these services, we do
not receive one penny from local
government. Incidentally, a number of
people who have never visited the
pound assumed that it provides for cats
and other animals. It does not, and the
new pound ( or shelter) must provide
adequate facilities for them as well.
That word, "adequate" keeps crop-
ping up.)
Another prevalent misconception is
that "The Humane Society will readily
pick up your pups and kittens if you just
call them. They will keep them in their
shelter until homes are found for
them." Comment: The Society does not
have a shelter. In some cases, we do
board animals in foster homes while
trying to place them, but the respon-
sibility for caring for them and finding
homes for them ( and spaying the
mothers!) rests squarely with the
owners. While they continue to care for
the animals, we are glad to help find
homes for them;) Although our services
are free of charge, they cost money,
and a donation is only "cricket.")
More on misconceptions about the
Society next week.
Incidently, Maggie, the subject of last
week's column has found a home in
which we are sure she and her owners
will be happy with each other.
If you have comments or questions
concerning the Society, please write to
The Humane Society of Calloway
County, P. 0. Box 2934, University
Station, Murray, Kentucky, 42071
DOG CENSUS - 22
One Collie-type female; one Shepard-
type female, four mixed-breed females,
three Collie-type males, three mixed-
breed males. PUPPIES: four mixed-
breed females, six mixed-breed males.
Sen. Ford Now Uses
Desk Of Alben Barley
BY JIM EBERLE
Kentucky Post Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON—As an eager-beaver
freshman senator, Wendell Ford
habitually showed up early for
meetings of thei Senate Conuneree
Committee.
Waiting for elder members of the
committee to arrive, Ford struck up a
friendship with the committee staff.
One day last year, a long-time staff
irkrit:r and former director of the'ttee, Frederick Lordan, took
Ford into his office to show him his
desk.
The desk, explained Lordan, was
Alben Barkley's when he was the
senator from Kentucky.
Barkley's remarkable public' service
spanned 43 years. He started as a
member of the House of Represen-
tatives in 1913 and served six terms.
From 1927 to 1949 he served four six-
year terms in the Senate. He was
majority leader of the Senate from 1937
to 1949 and minority leader from 1e47 to
1949. He was elected vice-president
under Harry S. Truman in 1948 and took
the oath of office in 1949.
In 1954, at the age of 76, Kentucky
Democratic leaders persuaded Barkley
to seek a 'fifth teem. He won the elec-
tion, beating the-incumbent Republican
senator, John Sherman Cooper.
Barkley died while giving a speech in
Lexingten, Va., in 1956.
In showing Ford Barkley's Senate
desk, Lordan told the Kentuckian he
would like him to have it when
he—Lordan— retired in another year-
and-a-half. . A.,few months later Lordan
died.
Ford now uses the desk in his Senate
office. In fact, Ford now owns the desk
since the - General Services
Administration, the government's
-tousekeeper, declared thelesk surplus
property and offered it for sale to Ford
for $350.
Although the desk has been in Ford's
office since late last year, the historical
significance of the piece, bearing only
the official government serial number
10406, was not apparent to visitors.
Recently, Ford had a small gold
plaque attached to the front of the desk
announcing that it was once Barkley's.
Although he's been dead for 20 years,
Barkley is still remembered. During.
last week's Democratic convention,
television commentators recalled that
Barkley gave such a stem-winding
keynote speech to the 1948 convention
that Truman "had" to pick him as his
Vice-presidential running mate.
And a taxi driver, telling his rider
about famous people who had been in
his cab, mentioned Barkley's name
-first. The tab driver recalled that the
Kentuckian rarely had anything bad to
say about anyone.
To test him out, the cab driver said he
asked I3arkley what he thought of Sen.
Cooper. Barkley repeatedly refused to
make derogatory remarks about the
Republican senator.
Subsequently, the cab driver had
Cooper in his cab. And without letting
on that he recognized Cooper he retold
his story about trying to bait Barkley.
"I looked in the rear view mirror,"
said the cabbie, "and Cooper had a big
smile on his face,"
Cooper, who lost his seat to Barkley
in 1954, regained it in 1956 on the death
of Barkley. Cooper served until 1972.
Bible
Thought
And Abraham drew near, and
said, Wilt thou also destroy the
righteous With the wicked? Genesis
18:23.
If the wicked are allowed to live
— with the righteous then-we had •bet,--
ter be certain that we are not anions
those who 'Are wicked in the sight
of God.
Garrott's Galley
As We-Promised on Tuesclay:
Seaton 's Letter to Valenti
By M. C. Garrott
Two days ago, I promised to share
with you an open letter to Jack Valenti,
the motion picture czar, from one of the
all-time great directors, George
Seaton, regarding conditions in the
industry today. Sent to me to share with
you by my friend, Hal Riddle, in
Hollywood, here is Mr. Seaton's letter
entitled, "They Shoot People Don't
They?":
bear Jack:
Recently I received your
memorandum addressed to film-
makers titled "HUMANENESS
TOWARD ANIMALS." Your stand, on
behalf of Motion Picture Association of
Ameriea opposing • the showing of
cruelty to animals on the theatre and
television screens is highly com-
mendable and I trust that all film-
makers will heed your plea and
coeperate fully:
Now that you have taken this first
step,, I am eagerly looking forward to
receiving a second memorandum in
which you will call for restraint in the
overly realistic depiction of cruelty to
human beings. I believe that our two-
legged friends deserve the same con-
sideration and compassion as a coyote
or a liza-Fd:
I fully realize that the obvious reply
to such an appeal is that all scenes of
violence, brutality and sadistic cruelty
in which humans are- involved are
simulated. True. '-
Pouches of fake blood are exploded
by small charges of powder; raw meat
and bits at lamb bone are used to
demonstrate how a man's chest can be
blown to bits by a dum-dum bullet; tire
irons, chains and axes, which reduce a
person to a bloody pulp, are made of
rubber; knives that lay open a
schoolboy's guts have retractable
harmless blades.
Consequently, no actor is physically
damaged — but what about the
"reactor," the child, the woman or man
who sits in the audience.
Walking the Line 1:
I grant you that any normal,
emotionally stable person will view
these grisly acts with abhorrence and
never give a thought of emulating the
brutality — but consider the possible
reaction of the emotionally unstable
who are teetering on the brink of ab-
normal behavior. Often a scene of
explicit cruelty can contribute to
pushing them over the edge. And if you
think that those who are potentially
homicidal are a rarity, all you have to
do is read the morning papers.
Don't you feel, Jack, that the industry
owes society an 'a11-out effort to stop
inciting the aberrations of the morbid?
I know the usual reply to that one, too.
For years we've been using the
falacious argument that "the screen
merely portrays and follows the
already established behavior patterns
of the public."
This, of course, is utter nonsense, and
we both know it. (As a matter of fact
I've heard you speak eloquently on
several occasions about the influence of
American films on the lives of people
around the world).
Film As A Leader
The screen leads, introducing
fashions in dress, live styles, and,
lately, novel methods of maiming and
exterminating human beings.
Examples are plentiful and well-
remembered.
When Clark Cable revealed his un-
covered upper torso in "It Happenea
One Night," undershirts became as
outdated as buggy whips; when leading
men appeared bare-headA, the sale of
hats took a mighty plunge; and when
Marlene Dietrich introduced slacks,
pants for women became the style;
when the late Jimmy Dean hit the
screen; the dress habits of. the young
changed overnight.
- I concede that these are harmless
examples, but let's look at how per-
suasive the screen can be in a more
important area.
Three teenagers in Boston pour
gasoline on a defenseless old man and
set him on fire. When questioned as to
why they did it, they replied that they
got the idea from a TV show they had
seen the night before.
In California a high school honor
student kills his father, mother and
three sisters. Why! Undoubtedly, there
was a latent hatred of his family, but
this blood bath, he confessed, was
triggerea by a ittnilar incident in a
movie.
Two youths beat a shopkeeper to
death with a tire iron and a hammer
No robbery, no motive other than "we
saw it on TV and we wanted to eee how
it felt to kill somebody."
I could cite other cases and so could
you. mention thetn only to suggest
that the serene DOES influence and
inculcate. U not, why do corporations
spent untold millions of dollars on TV
commercials' these oneernirnite sales
pitches must be potently influential and
persuasive or they wouldn't be wasting
their money.
Blurbs for Brutality
Some films, unfortunately, have
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become lengthy commeReals, selling
cruelty and brutality. The screen fast is
becoming a preparatory school for
mayhem. The exponents of this type of
entertainment ( ? ) defend their position
by loudly proclaiming that the only way
to make audience conscious of the
inhumanity of violence is to portray it
as savagely and cold-bloodedly as
possible. More nonsenSe: Violence
begets violence as surely as Monday
follows Sunday.
I'm aware of the fact that ever since
Cain slew Abel, murder has been a
dramatic commodity which even
Shakespeare would have lieen hard
pressed to do without. However, the
Bard, as well as other conscientious'
practitioners of the dramatic form,
never committed manslaughter by
lingering, dehumanizing, megarelaistic
torture. Self-restraint requires taste,
responsibility and talent. Satiation is
the first resort of the inept.
The most poignant, subtle and ef-
fective death scene ever shown on the
semen was the final moment of "All
Quiet On The Western Front." In an
inset a soldier's hand reaches out from
a trench to touch a wildflower growing
ui the field. A rifle shot is fired off-
screen.-The lifeless hand drops into the
mud. The audience is stunned and
weeps at the tragedy. Having left so
much to the imagination the viewer
respects and admires the restraint.
Today, in the determination to be
callously realistic, I'm sure tin a
simulated fashion) a bazooka would
decapitate the solider with his blood
and brains splattering the lens — arid
some of those embroynic Jack the
Rippers would smile, enjoy it and be
influenced.
Following the advice in your
memorandum, Jack, I spoke with Mr.
Melinker of The American Humane
Association and learned of some of the
dos and don'ts concerning the
protection of animals in films.
I was most interested to hear that on
those two rodent pictures, "Willard"
ind "Ben" a representative of the
Association was on the set to make
:ertain that the rates were not ill-
treated — even in a simulated manner;
that the tormenting of animals (again
even simulated) is not condoned —
because the kicking of a dog or the tying
of a can to a cat's tail "might give
children the idea of doing the same."
Then, of course, there is a definite no-
no about showing animals copulating —
but let's keep sex out of it because
you've got enough trouble with that
problem already.
Pressure Groups
However, it brings up an interesting
point. The laws against pornography
were brought about by pressure groups.
Could it be that your memorandum was
motivated in part by complaints from
animal lovers. The American Humane
Association, the ,,Society for the
Prevention of Crueiry to Animals and
the recent article in the N. Y. Times? If
so, maybe it's going to take the same
sort of unified. action to apply the
'brakes to violence. Now, mind you,
Jack, I'm not talking about censorship
but merely the same self-restraint
you're espousing for animals,
In this regard I am founding an
organization to be known as SPCHB —
The Society For ,,the Preveritien ,of,
Cruelty to Human Beings. So far;there
Is only one other member — Lassie. As
the leading representative of "man's
best friend," she abhors seeing humans
subjected to the cruelty and indignity
from which she is protected.
SPCHB has no initiation fee or dues,
just a pledge of self-restraint.








NEW YORK (AP) — "What's
overlooked in all this business about
illegal corporate gifts and bribes," the
man was saying, "is that the money
handed out was the stockholders'
money. It didn't belong to the
executives."
He declined to be identified, but he is
responsible, intelligent, hardworking
and possessed of other attributes we
tend to respect. And he is a stockholder.
He might even be safely called a
typical small investor. He has a few
thousand dollars to invest, generally for
the long term. He doesn't ask much,
just fair dividends and the prospect for
growth, which he feels comes with good
management.
When he poke he was angry, bitter,
disaffected, but he'll get over it — or
will he? "Sometimes I wonder if we're
not being ripped off by management,"
he said.
'They give the stockholders' money
away and then when they get caught
they charge us again for the lawyers to
defend them. They offend my ethics,
my sense of fairness, my polities, and
then my finances. It's too much to
accept."
The reference was to the
management of Occidental Petroleum,
whose chairman, Armand Hammer,
was convicted of having made illegal
payments of corporate funds to the 1972
presidential campaign of Richard M.
Nixon.
10 Years Ago
Miss Theresa Resig of Murray was
crowned as the 1966 Purchase Fair
Queen at Mayfield by last year's queen,
Miss Mitzi Cook, also of Murray. Diane
Taliferro and Linda Brownfield of
Murray, were first and second run-
nersup.
Dr. Frank Kodman of Murray has
been reappointed as a member of the
Kentucky Children's Advisory Council
by Gov. Edward T. Breathitt.
Army Pvt. Paul E. Butterworth has
completed eight weeks of advanced
infantry training at Fort Ord,
California.
The Jack Gibrene family of North
Little Rock, Ark., were "arrested" as
the Lions Club "Guests of the Month"
here this week.
Judy Kelso and Pat Scott are pictured
white at the 4-H Club Camp at Dawson
Springs.
20 Years Ago
The American Legion State Baseball
Tournament will be held in Murray,
according to C. B. Buchanan and Lubie
Veal, Jr., members of American Legion
Post 73. The tournament will be held
August 2, 3, and 4 and will be between
Murray, Western Division winner, and
Lexington, Eastern Division winner.
Dale Spencer, Gerald Murdock, and
Paul Black, representing the Lynn
Grove Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America, will compete in the Dairy
Judging at the Kentucky State Fair.
Rev. Trey Outland of Savannah,
Tenn.,. will be guest speaker at the
revival meeting at Russell's Chapel
Methodist Church.
A Red Cross Beginners Swimming
Class will be held at the Murray
Country Club with Mrs. James C.
Williams as swimming instructor,
according to John T. Irvan, club
president. - -
"Tribute Tb A Bad Man" starring
James Cagney is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.
-They," he said of the company'i
management, "spent at least $850,000 of
stockholders' money to defend them-
selves. First they give away the money
illegally and then they follow it with
more to hire lawyers."
Occidental, he conceded, has been
profitable under the creative
management of Hammer, even though
the stock iefli today for leas than half
its 1968 price. He thought that
Lockheed's use of company assets was
less forgiveable.
Lockheed, you might recall, sought
and obtained a $250 million loan
guarantee from the U.S. government in
order to stay in business. Then came
revelations of payoffs to influential
foreigners.
During the disclosures, Lockheed's
chairman and chief executive, Donald
J. Haughton, and its vice chairman and
chief operating officer, Carl Kotchian,
resigned. Regardless, they remain on
the payroll, probably into the 1980s.
According to papers filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
the two officers each are to be paid
$100,000 a year for five years„..and
$50,000 each for another five, as "senior
advisers."
Said the typical investor: "Financial
troubles, then bribery, and who gets
penalized? The innocent shareholders.
and who gets rewarded? The people
who managed to get the company into
the mess."
The Wall Street Journal, he noted,
recently looked into similar con-
sultancies and found they are aimed
more at easing retirements or saving
the face of the ousted, and that often
little work is involved. "A ripoff," he
said.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today in History
Today is Thursday, July 29, the 211th
day of 1976. There are 155 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in History:
On this date in 1914,,a phone con-
versation between New York and San
Francisco marked the beginning of
transcontinental telephone service.
On this date:
In 1729, Carolina became a enyal
province of England.
In 1883, the Italian dictator, Benito
Mussolini, was born in Dovia, Italy.
In 1940, in World War II, Germany's
all-out air blitz against Britain began.
In 1959, Hawaii held its first election
as a state and elected the first Orientals
to be seated in the U.S. Congress.
In 1967, 134 American sailors died in a
fire aboard the Aircraft Carrier
Forrestal off North Vietnam.
In 1971, the U.S. Apollo 15 spacecraft
was in orbit around the moon as
preparations were being made for a
lunar landing.
Ten years ago: The British gover-
nment froze wages, prices and
dividends in an attempt to cope with an
economic crisis.
Five years ago: The United. States
called a new for immediate
negotiations. on a general, in-
ternationally controlled cease fire in
Indochina.
One year ago: The Organization of
American States ended an embargo
against Cuba that had begun in 1964.
Today's birthdays: Writer Owen
Lattimore is 76 years old. Dancer and





A reader explained that she
had at her physicians office an
unusual experience of being seen
first by a physician's assistant
and that she liked the care Oven
to her
With the population growth
and the increased demand for,
medical services, many physi-
cians have used aides working
under supervision to extend the
availability of medical care.
Even though the physician
population has been increasing
in recent years more, rapidly
than the general population, the
distribution of doctors in the
samller communities and
central parts of big cities has sot
been adequate, particularly of
physicians who carry out prim-
ary health ere. .
tor'years, physician's have de-
pended upon nurses. technicians.
and other personnel to work
under the direction of the physi-
cian in rendering medical care
In general the number of allied
By FJ L Blasingame. MI)
health person:skin valved has ex-
panded to about 15 times the
number of medical doctors.
It IS safe to say that physicians
would fall far short of meeting
the health needs of their patients
if it were not for the extension of
the available care made possible
by other persons with special.
but more limited. training.
About 15 years ago. Duke
University School of Medicine
established the first physician
assetant program Many of their
students were military medical
corpsmen who had had valuable
training and experience.
At present. approximately 50
physician aesistant training pro-
'grams are in operation Dt
various medical centers and ap-
proved-asa satudactory educa-
tional Program by the American
Medical Association.
The duration of training is ID
to 24 months. A special certifica-
.. lion .examination has been
developed for persons complet-
ing the course of study. License
requirements vary from state to
state
About 3.000 physician assis-
tants have completed their
studies and passed the certifying
examination. _
Physician assistants- miler
supervision of a licensed physi-
cian take histories, complete
portions of physicia/ examina-
tions, obtain laboratory speci-
mens, and assist in carrying out
treatment
Even if the physician popula-
tion increases further and their
distribution is more adequate.
allied personnel probably will
continue to be essential in ex-
panding the effectiveness .of
. physicians. ,
Mrs. J P says that her 6-
year-old son has developed an
allergy to cow's milk and has to
avoid it She asks for advice
about what she can do to take
care of his dietary needs
A• Soybean milk (16 to 24
ounces per day) is acceptable
nutritionally as a milk substitute.
though your son may not relish it
readily because of the different
taste. Your physician can also
prescribe a calcium.
phosphor a.n,d V itim n D
mixture which will take the
place of any kind of milk
. Your son can make tip'his
fluid requirements from some
other beverages Your physician
can advise you later about whep
your son can try milk prixtuctsT6
see if he can tolerate them.
Q Mr. D. S wants to know it
skin health is more favorably
affected by shaving his beard
and other hairf Wini an eledric
ra7or than a blade
A Both methods of removing
hair are acceptable, and neither
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VISITING INSTRUCTORS — There were 72 contestants and a host of outstanding instructors on
hand at a recent three-state Karate tournaMent sponsored by Japan International Karate Center
of Murray. Instructors were, top row left to right, Frank Kodman, Nidon, Murray; Mike Adkins,
Shodon, Murray; Lewie Modaen, Shodon, Ridgway, Ill.; Linos Kodman, Hidan, Murray; Phillip
Porker, Shodcm, Mayfield; David Smith, Nidon, Murray; and Wesley Bradley, Skidoo, Paris. Front
row, lames Baize, Crocion, Memphis; Vic Milner, Sondem, Murray; Marshall Campbell, Sondan,
Dyersburg; and Dr. Frank Kodmon, Sondan, Murray. The three major styles represented were
JIKC Wodo, Shotokan and Goju Ryu, all Japanese style.
Randy Jones Gets His
18th Win Of Campaign
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Phil Niekro knows what to
do with a knuckleball at either
end of its dance to the plate.
The veteran flutterballer of
the Atlanta Braves knuckled
his way to a 7-2 victory over
the Los Angeles Dodgers
Wednesday night and also
walloped a knuckler from
Charlie Hough over the fence
park for a three-run homer in
the sixth inning that broke the
game open.
"I got a bigger kick out of
the win than hitting the home
run," Niekro said, ruining the
theory that pitchers love to
talk about their hitting more
than their victories.
The Braves snapped a 2-2 tie
in the fifth when Jerry
Royster tripled and scored on
'Jim Wynn's sacrifice fly.
In the sixth, singles by Tom
Paciorek and Ken Henderson
chased Tommy John in favor
of Hough. After a double play,
Hough walked Vic Correll but
then served up a knuckler
which Niekro belted over the
left field fence. Niekro also
singled home a run off Elias
Soso in the eighth.
Giants 7, Reds 0
John D'Acquisto and Gary
Lavelle combined on a five-
hitter and Ken Reitz drove M
three runs as the Giants
handed the Reds their third
shutout in 100 games this
season. D'Acquisto allowed
four hits before a blister on the
thumb of his pitching hand
forced him out with one out in
the seventh. Rookie Santo
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Reds' first 10-game winner,
was kayoed in the third.
Cubs 5, Phillies 2
Manny Trillo's three-run
homer off Ron Reed in the 11th
inning powered the Cubs to
victory after Bill Madlock
opened with a single, Jerry
Morales bounced out and Pete
LaCock was intentionally
walked. Reed hadn't given up
a home run since June 7.
Pirates 1, &lets 0
Richie Hebner's fourth
- borne run lathe 13th inning off
Ken Sanders produced the
only run of the game after
Pittsburgh's Doc Medich and
New York's Tom Seaver
traded 10 innings of shutout
pitching. Pirate reliever Dave
Giusti won his first game of
the season.
Padres 2, Astros 1
Doug Rader's two-run single
with two out in the 10th inning
backed the seven-hit pitching
of Randy Jones, who posted
his 18th victory, tops in the
majors. John 'Grubb's one-out
single and a two-out double by
Mike Ivie preceded Rader's
clutch hit off Joaquin And-
jujar. Houston scored in the
bottom of the 10th on doubles
by Leon Roberts and Cliff
Johnson.
-
Expos 3, Cards 0
Woodie Fryman and Dale
Murray combined to pitch a
10-hit shutout. The Expos
scored in the seventh on Barry
Foote's single, a pinch double
by Jose Morales and Ellis
Valentine's sacrifice fly. They
added two runs in the ninth on
a walk to Valentine and
singles by Wayne Garrett,
Larry Parrish and Tim Foil.
Summer Clearance!
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Pair Of Hurlers And 11 Walks
As Chisox Chalk Up No-Hitter
By ERIC CR1KWITF
AP SporteWriter -
OAKLAND (AP) — "It was
the most tainted no-hitter I've
ever seen," said Oakland A's
Manager Chuck Tanner. "Or
maybe I should call it the
funniest."
But to the Chicago White
Sox' John "Blue Moon" Odom,
who pitched five hitless
though walk-filled innings to
get credit for the 2-1, no-hit
victory, "It was one of the
happiest times of my life."
Odom spent 11 seasons with
the A's, who gave up on him
last year. He was in the minor
leagues a month ago before
the White Sox gave him a
fresh start.
Francisco Barrios, a rookie
relief pitcher, took over for
Odom in the sixth. The 31-
year-old veterar, had issued
his ninth walk, to Billy
Williams leading off, and
thrown one ball to Sal Bando
before Sox Manager Paul
Richards sent coach Jim
Busby to the mound to get
Odom.
"I had a pretty good idea
about the second inning that
Odom wasn't going to last the
whole game," said Richards,
and Odom admitted he wasn't
surprised when taken out.
.• I didn't baotoi ihythrn.
rm glad ichapciened, Though. -
Maybe if I'd been around the
plate all the time, we wouldn't
have gotten the no-hitter. I'm
glad I was wild," said Odom,
2-0 with Chicago.
The no-hitter by the two
right-handers, who totaled 11
walks, was the American
League's first this year and
the fourth combination no-
hitter in major league
baseball history. It was the
first time two pitchers com-
bined to win a nine-inning, no-
hit game, not. counting a 1917
American LAague game in
which Boston's Babe Ruth was
ejected after walking one
batter and Ernie Shore went to
the mound to get 27 straight
(Silts
Barrios, 23, from Her-
mosillo, Mexico, was throwing
in the bullpen in the top of the
sixth when Jim Spencer broke
a 1-1 tie with a home run off
A's reliever Paul Lindblad.
The A's scored an unearned
run in the fourth when Odom
walked two and catcher Jim
Essian made a throwing
error.
"I never knew it was a no-
hitter until the ninth inning. I
looked up it the scoreboard
then, saw the zero and I
couldn't believe it," said
Barrios, who finished off the
'no-Witter with the help of an




hitter in the ninth, hit a slow
roller toward second.
Brohamer charged the ball,
scooped it off the infield grass
and flipped it to first to barely
get Bando.
In the other American
League games, the Kansas
City Royals beat the
California Angels 3-2 in 15
innings; the Baltimore Orioles
nipped the New York Yankees
4-3; the Cleveland Indians
trimmed the Boston Red Sox
7-6; the Detroit Tigers blanked
the Milwaukee Brewers 1-0
and the Minnesota Twins took
a doubleheader from the
Texas Rangers8-5 and 8-0.
Royals 3, Angela!
Dave Nelson's suicide
squeeze bunt scored Tom
Poquette in the 15th inning to
give Kansas City its victory
over California. Poquette had
reached base on Jerry Remy's
two-base throwing error to
open the 15th. An intentional
walk to George Brett and John
Mayberry's ground ball
moved Poquette to third.
Larry Gura, the fifth
Royals! pitcher, picked up his
firsLvictory of the season and
his fifth in five liftime
decisions against Caliiornia.
Don Kirkwood, 4-8, who pit-
ched out of a one-out, bases-
loaded situation in the 14th,
took the loss.
Orioles 4, Yankees 3
Baltimore, held hitless for 5
2-3 innings, scored three times
An the seventh inning and beat
New York with the winning
run coming in on Andres
Mora's force-ploy grounder.
The rally off Doyle
Alexander, who flirted with a
no-hitter for the third time in
five weeks, gave the Orioles a
three-game sweep. But the
Yanks still lead the runnerup
Orioles by 11',4 games in the
American League East.
Indians 7, Red Soot
Larvell Blanks drove in the
winning run with a sinisle after
slugging a homer and a double
to lead Cleveland over Boston.
With the score tied 6-8 in the
eighth, Blanks singled to left
field off reliever Tom Murphy
to score Rick Manning, who
had reached on a fielder's
choice and stolen second.
Tigers 1, Brewers 0
Pedro Garcia's ninth-inning
sacrifice fly scored the game's
only run and Dave Roberts
pitched a five-hitter to pace
Detroit over Milwaukee.
Loser Jerry Augustine, 441,
carried a string of 20 con-
secutive scoreless innings into
the ninth when Alex Johnson
led off with a single. Johnson
moved to third on a sacrifice
and a single by Bill Freehan
before Garcia, traded by the
Brewers to the Tigers last
month, hit his runscoring fly.
Twins 8-8, Rangers 54
Lyman Bostack laced three
singles and drove in two runs,
leading Minnesota's first-
game victory over Texas. Dan
Ford hit a home run and drove
in three runs and Steve
Webber won nis first major
league game in five years to
lead the Twins' victory in the
second game.
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The Pepsi-Cola quart




Some soft-drink companies sell their product in bottles
that look like quarts. But they're really ii-riTY 26- or
28-ounce bottles. The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart...32
refreshing ounces. So look carefully before you buy.
Then we think you'll be a Pepsi-Cola quart fan.
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PONY LEAGUE CHAMPS—The Dodgers rocked up a perfect 15-0 season to win the title in the
Pony League. Also, pitcher Alan Gibbs finished the year with an 11-0 record. Members of the
team are top row, left to right, Coach Mike Hobbie, Keith Overby, Steve Barnett, Arleigh Knoth,
Fred Kemp, Alan Gibbs and Coach Jeff Boyd. Front row, Tony Herndon, Mimi Winchester, Andy
Bortholomy, Joe Oakley, Eric Lovins and Guy Furr.
(Plato by Gerald Carter)
Cubs Coast To Easy
Win In Little League
The Cubs and the Yanks will
square off at 4 p.m. Saturday
for the regUlar season League
championship of the Murray
Little League.
The Cubs met the Cards
Wednesday night in a ' game
that decided the second half
winner and the Cubs came
away with an easy 16-2 victory
in a contest called after four
innings.
With the win, the Cubs earn
the right to meet the Yanks,
the winners of the first half of
the season. In two previous
meetings, the Cubs and Yanks
have split.
Kim Bostick went the four-
inning distance for the Cubs
and allowed just one Card hit
while fanning six, walking one
and hitting two.
Bostick was backed by the
11-hit performance of his
teammates, who with the win,
raised their overall season
mark to 13-2.
1' • In the top of the first inning,
- the Cubs got started as Brad
Miller hit the first pitch of the
contest for a single. After
I being sacrificed to second by
Darren Hooper, Miller scored
when Kevin Calvin singled
and went to second on an
error.
Darrell Overby ripped a
single and then Bostick
reached on an error to score
another run. The third run of
the frame came home when
Diana "Double" Duncan
reached on an ecror, boosting
the Cubs to a 3-0 edge.
In the top of the second, the
Cubs added three more runs
as Miller again started the
uprising with a single. Hooper
reached on an error, scoring
Miller then Calvin and Overby
each added RBI singles,
making it a 6-0 Cub lead.
The only hit for the Cards
came in the home half of the
second when Stefon Reed
one more run to score.
The Cubs wrapped it up in
the top of the third with seven
runs. Miller and Hooper had
back-to-back RBI hits but the
key blow in the frame was a
bases-clearing triple by Jerry
Spann.
The only homerun of the
contest came in the top of the
fourth when Calvin blasted a
three-run shot for the Cubs. It
was the fourth homer of the
year for Calvin, who had six
RBI's in the contest.
Calvin had three hits in
three trips to the plate for the
Cubs while Miller was three-
for-four. Overby had two hits
while Hooper, Bostick and
Spann all had one hit apiece.
Reed had the only safety for
the losing Cards.
singled with one man out.
. Junior Golferror and then on a passedReed went to second on an
ball, headed toward third and
the throw from the catcher At Oaks Clubwas wild, allowing Reed to
score with the first Card run of p
the contest.
Mueller, Cathey and Sims





Two steel belts help, tire counter impacts . . .
reassuring on rough roads. Two fabric cord
plies allow sidewall flexing for great control.
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Call Sears TODAY for a Battery to lit your car
PRICES EXPIRE AU61151 9, 1916
• Prices •re :Halton Prices • Shipping. Installation Extra
MONTREAL (AP) — Three
hundred Quebec Indians wW
take part in the closing
ceremonies of the Olympics
and four Indian chiefs will
lead the final parade.
With the chiefs standing
around him, Lord Killanin,
president of the International
Olympic Committee, will
close the Games.
It Is appropriate that the
participation of this noble
race, symbolizing ability,
strength and courage, should
be a key element in the closng
ceremony of the Games of the
21st Olympiad," said a
statement by the Olympic
organizing committee.
OLYMPICS
MONTREAL — The United
States boxing team continued
Its impressive performance as
Leon and Michael Spinks and
big John Tate joined four
other Americans in advancing
to the semifinal round.
rogram Held
There were a total of 21
junior golfers on hand for the
junior golf program at the
Oaks Country Club Monday
night.
Participating were Mitzi
Boggess, Missy Conner, Vicki
Edwards, Lanette Hopkins,
Kelly Humphreys, Sherri
Lamb-, Terri Lamb, Shelby
Morgan, Amy Ryan, Tina
Shelton, Denecia Story, Barry
Bogard, Ben Bogard, Michael
Boggess, Justin Crouse, Brad
Edwards; Tripp Nix, David
Ryan, Cary'Story, Todd Swain
and Jay Watson.
All of the girls played three
holes. Shelby Morgan won the
five and under play, Mitzi
Boggess was the winner in the
6-7 group, Vicki Edwards in
the 8-9 division and in the 10-11
group, Missy Conner and
Denecia Story tied.
Cary Story was the boys'
five and under winner while
Jay Watson won the 8-9
division, Brad Edwards had a
55 to win the 10-11 group and
David Ryan a 43 on nine holes
to win the 12-13 division.  
youngsters under age 16
are eligible to play in the
junior golf program. Junior
golf is held each Monday at 5
p.m. and youngsters may
enter by signing up at the pro
shop.
Later this summer, the
Oaks will hold a junior golf
club tourney for the members.
Indians To Help




MONTREAL (AP) — There
are 18 minutes — no more,
maybe less — remaining in
the ring career of Sugar Ray
Leonard, and then he will
hang up his gloves and go to
school.
No amount of money and
sweet promoters' promises
can lure the bolo kid from
Palmer Park, Md., into pro
boxing.
"My mama told me she
wants rue to quit. I always do
what my mama says," the
rugged light welterweight said
today. "Boxing has been fun
for me but I got other things in
life to do."
Leonard, at 20 a veteran of
135 amateur fights all over the
world, is one of the survivors
of the strong American team
which will be battling the
Soviet Union and Cuba for a




Hal and Shari Skinner
represented the Skinner
family well as they racked up
five wins at the recent West
Kentucky Horseman's
Association show held at the
Wrangler Riding Club in
Murray.
Hal rode to victory.in junior
flags, junior barrels, junior
pole bending and open pole
bending while Shari won first
place in ponies 48" and under.
Mark Chambers claimed
three victories for the evening
winning runs in junior and
open figure 8 speed races and
the rescue race.
Family member Joe Pat
Chambers added a-Victory-in
the pony barrel class to bring
the Chambers' number of first
place wins to four.
The shOw's double winners
were Kirk Warren, Dwayne
Anderson, Vicky Utley, Leslie
Hathcock and Phyllis Hath-
cock.
MALTY:a CLASS-Ricky Morns learLni
Surnvn Pine, Monica McNeill leading Ar-
nie Hunt. Larry Joiner leading Skin W-
Ado r Candy Sparks 181d1119 Rolm For3
Rot. Lewis t aIesdlzg Fby Val Roe
PCNY LEAD LINE-TraO Gliseen on
Silver Doha. Angels Woods on Joe, Misty
Bearden on B Bit, Jaren* Sill on Mob.
fielissa 'Alarm on Germaine.
PONY PLEASURE 4e-56' -Michael
Skinner on Miss Boots, Angela Woos or
Joe. Teat Ghana en Raper. Allitailind
on Gray Back.
PONY PLEASURE 411-56"-Mitheal
aumbers on _Grasshopper. cowman
Watikupon on King's Curse, Traci Mason
on Black Aca. Carol Barer on Gypsy.
Steve Skinner on Stardust
JR FLAC-S- Hei gorse. or Pews
Tine. Pat Thomason or corninancse.
Steve Skinner on Joker, Traci Minor at
Silver Doug.
OPEN FLAGS-Richard Eldridge on
Red. Billy Dixon on Gypsy, pat
Thor:Imam or Omiranche, Hal Skinner
on 'Peppy's Tune, Terry Lave Rebel,
G MTV' ASURE -Dwayne An-
demo or Midnight Sl0dypee. mark
Thomann on Smoke'. Larry Thlanpsteoc
honald Theaspas on Little Man.
Harold Peela or Gall'sktighty George.
N'otrni w&sTERN PLEASURE--Eirli
Warran on Jay Dee Riker, Leslie Hothead
e'.ck's Brownie, Mickey Keisling at
Easy Time. Al Wells on. Buffy. Candy
Sparks on Pneo Bar. Babe.
COUNTRY PLLASURE-Lesbe Rath-
cent or Luke. Berry Powers or Kentucky
Fozfee, Tom Bell on Mr. Joker. Jimmy
&rland or .lack Ace, -LaRue Nance on
PONY BARREL RACE-Joe Pat lam.
bees on Sulokey, Kim Crenshaw on Spotted
Lady. Michael Waiter on BiacInaci. Craig
Fennel nd Prld7 BOY. Jill &Lana on
Grey
JR. BAFLREL RACE-Hal skmeer on
Red, Mark Clambers on Siloam, Pat
Thorasson On Ownmendle. Mark Cham-
bers on Warrior's Bay Lady, mirky
Keeling on Tom
OPEN BARREL RACE-Freddie
Roberts on Roma. Joe Todd on Leo's Per-
fection. Mart Chambers On snowman, Pit
Thomann on Cornmanche. Jalumy Cren-
shaw on Bronze Hawk
3 GAITED PLEASURE-Vickie Utley
A Denmart, Jewel, Ruth Barger or Fox
SR. wFSTERN RLEAS'J'RE--Kirk
Warren on Jar Dee Ricker. monk, Mc.
Yeti: On &Nue Hunt, Ricky MOM/ On SOM.
OUT Pine. Bonnie Dodds on Mbar* Top
per, Jeanette Byerty or at Do Lady To.
ENGLISH (,Atit....)
PLEASURE --Vicky Utley on Carbon's
Reflection, Sharon Bad) UM atS,It N igte
Shadow, Jewell Cremator at Sunday.
Rudy King on Lady, John Onttain or Blue.
JR. POLE BENDING-Hal SiOnoer on
Mai Hoop, Joe Pat Chambers on Smokey ,
Mark Dampers on Proud Mary, Steve
skinner cm Joker, Traci Gamin:10e TOR*?
OPEN POLE BENDING--Hal Samer
on mar, moop, Gary Lamb or Lucky. Pat
Thorium= on Commache. Eddie Bear-
den on Missy, Stew SIdnnee on Joker
WESTERN RAM--Dwayne Anderson
on Midnight, Kerry Hurr on Dusty. Mark
Thomason on Smokey, Burn+ Desn
Sdwoder on Grace. billy Joe Farris on
Bandsman.
JR, WESTERN PLEASURE-Larry
_Joiner on Skip W-Matr, Marilyn Williams
on Whistle Pon), Lewis Dodds on Hay Ysl
Plate. Richard Eldridge on Look At Pam',
Bar, Don Overly or Stangan June.
ENGLISH RACK-George Ford onClienon's Royal Ron. Boo Babas on
Bee's Bloc* Diamond. Rudy king on Lady
Jelin Britain on Blue
JR FIGURE I SPEED RACE-Mark
Chnosbers an Srowman, Kelvin Schroder
UlthiJo. Mart climbers an warrior'
Fay Ledg, Mart floarnbmi or Proud
Mary . Mirk Chain berm on Sunrise.
OPEN FIGURE d SPEED RACE-Mark
Clambers on Snowfall. Jun Schroder on
Prince. Mart Chambers on warrior's Bay
lady. Terry Lee on Rebel, Billy Damon
G yr?
FOXTROT-Phyla Hatkeock On Loitt,
Sheila Bell a Mr. Joker, Noel *nit on
F.d. Connie Jonas on Duke. John Holt on
Patsy
Orf.N RESCUE RACE -Mark Own-
ben and Eddie Bearden or Missy,
lumbers and FAdie Barden ridinz
Sunnse
the weekend climax of the
Olympic Games.
Impressive winner of his
first four fights in the 140
pounds and under class, Sugar
Ray next faces Kazrnier
Szcerba of Poland in the
semifinals and, if he wins,
probably will go against a
tough Cuban, Andres Aldama,
for the championship gold.
-No doubt I'm going to win
it," Leonard said with a cool
Donate Earnings
MONTREAL (AP) — Six
poets who earned $600 at an
Olympic-sponsored *poetry
reading have donated their
profits to 20 poor families to
protest what they call
Olympic overspending.
"This money from the
Olympic committee will help
sustain 8 group of people
which the city has consistently
ignored while continuing to
spend an astronomical sum




She said the families cannot
afford rent and have been
living in unoccupied
schoolrooms.
confidence that had no trace of
arrogance. "I've won
everything there is to win —
the Pan Am Games, North
American, AAU, Golden
Gloves. Only need the
Olympics.
"My mama said I could box
until I win this one, and that's
it."
Sugar Ray's mama will be
at the Olympic Forum to see
her will fulfilled — hers and
that of a higher authority. If
you happen to catch her on
camera, you probably will see
her hands clasped at her chin,
head bowed and eyes closed —
praying.
"We're a praying fami1y,4
Sugar- Ray said. "We're
Baptists. I pray. My mama
prays. We all pray."
If such petitions are judged
on numbers, young Leonard
stands a veil good chance of
getting a faVorable response.
Getha, his mother, is just one
member of the Leonard clan
who will be raising cheers and
silent entreaties.
"My daddy is. here, too. My
big brother, two sisters, my
brother's girl friend and my
girl friend. They all drove up
in a trailer and parked it in the
lot across from the Forum.
You call it easy. It's yellow
and it has my pictures pasted
all over it. Getting tickets has
been tougher than fighting."
Sugar Ray's dad, Cicero,
took time offtirom his job as
night manager of a Palmer
Park super market to attend
the Games. He loves boxing,
Sugar Ray says, and his
brother, Dale, 23, was once a
champion in the armed ser-
vices.
Sugar Ray, who is only 20,
sat in an anteroom at the
Olympic Village on his day off
and spoke .softly of his life
style, his philosophies and his
plans. He will enroll at the
Record Crowd
• TORONTO (AP) — Quar-
terback Bruce Lemmerman
threw a pair of touchdown
passes in leading the defen-
ding Grey Cup champion
Edmonton Eskimos to a 25-20
Canadian Football League
victory over the Toronto
Argonauts Wednesday night.
The game was played before
the largest crowd ever to see a
CFI, game, 43,002 fans.
LEAGUE CHAMPS—The Covers finished the year with s 7-1 record te win firit piece in tise
Girls' Softball League, Division One (ages 7-11). Members of the team are top row, left to
right, Coach John Mikulcik, Lisa Mikukik, Shelley Howell, Glenda Fox, Laurie Schanbacher, Lanet-
te Thompson, Alison Marshall, Karen Hainsworth and Coach Kenny Imes. Front row, Leslie Thom-
pson, Rochea Perry, Margy Burchfield, Molly Imes, Terri Lamb, Sherri Lamb and Lynnette Priest.
(Staff Pile@ by dike trandoo)
University, of Maryland in the
fall, majoring in business
administration and com-
munications, under a
scholarship provided by the
people of his home town.
"I never was a tough guy in
my neighborhood," he said. "I
was always kinds -shy. I'm
really soft-hearted. I hate to
see people hurt. But once I get
in the ring I become a dif-
ferent person."
Medal Count
MONTREAL (AP) — Olym-
pic medal standings ,hrough
Wednesdays events:
Gold. Bro . Tot
U.S. S. R 33 31 23 87
E. Germany 30 19 18 67
U.S.A. n 26 19 67
W. Germany 9 7 11 27
Bulgaria 5 7 7 19
Japan 5 4 7- 16
Poland 4 3 6 13
Hungary 4 1 6 11
Romania 3 6 7 16
Or, Be-in 3 4 1 11
Finland 3 2 0 5
Sweden 3 1 0 4
laly 2 7 2 11
Czecho 2 2 3 7
France 1 2 4 7
Yugo 1 2 1 4
Jamaica 1 1 0 2
Norway 1 1 0 2
Cuba 1 1 0
Denmark 1 0 2 3
Trinidad 1 0 0 1
Mexico 1 0 0 1
Canada 0 3 6 9
bl,hrinds 0 2 3 5
Belgium 0 2 1 3
Por. ugal 0 2 0 2
Spain 0 1 - 0 1
Aus.ralia 0 0 1 1
Iran 0 0 1 1
Austr ia 0 0 1 1
N. Zealnd 0 0 1 1
Brazil 0 0 1 1
Swi,zrInd 0 0 1 1
S. Korea 0 0 1 1
(Note: duplicate medals
anrded in some events./
.•
.7 We'd like to take this time-to
_Thank the followingpeople and
_ - businesses for their suph port
and help during the 1976 ,
1976 Murray' -Calloway County
Jaycee Fair
The Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Datsun
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MURRAY BANDITOS-The Murray Banditos will enter State Tournament Softball action Friday
night at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Members of the team are top row, left to right,
Coach Steve Grogan, Tommie Calhoun, Carole Kemp, Rase Ross, Shelia 'McKenzie, Gay Howard,
Susie Imes, Mina Todd, Teri Morris and Coach Mike Sample. Front row, laina Washer, Dawn Red-
den, Kathy Calhoun, Kim Kemp, Renee Overbey and Penny Overbey.
LEAGUE Clit.MPS-The A's won the league crown in the Kentucky League by posting a 12.3
record, including the playoffs. Members of the team ore top row, left to right, Wade Smith, Mork
Boggess, Hal Orr, Charles Cella, Mike David, Robert Lyons. Front row, Jimmy Parrish, Jimmy
Borrow, Ross Bolen, John Kel o, David Seaford and Miles Barnett. Coaches in the back are Roy
Smith and Phil Parrish.
Mats by Garold CiiirtaL)
Three Kentucky Grid
Players Are Arrested
LEXINGTON, ICY: (AP) -
The University of Kentucky's
football program, still reeling
from a series of troubles last
season, was dealt another
blow Wednesday when three
current players and a former
player 'wert- arrested in
connection with the alleged
rape of a Lexington woman.
Police identified the players
as Bill Totston, 19, of Chicago,
a sophomore considered a
likely starter at quarterback;
tailback Greg Woods, 21, of
Middletown, Conn., a
defensiv2 starter lust season;
and two-time All-Soultastern
Conference offensive tackle
Warren Bryant, 20, of Miami;
and Terry Haynes, 22, of
Murfreesboro, Tenn., a
defensive end who completed
his eligibility last year.
Tolston, Woods and Haynes
were charged with first
degree rape,while Bryant and
Tolston we charged with
harassment, Lexington Police
Capt. James Mathias said.
The four were to be
arraigned today in Fayette
Quarterly Court.
Mathias said the alleged
rape occurred early Wed-
nesday at Tolston's apartment
and that the woman, who
attended the university last
year, later received a
telephone call.
Later Wednesday, three of
the players showed up at the
woman's apartment, a
disturbance followed, and
police were called in, Mathias
said.
Tolston, Bryant and Haynes
were arrested at the scene of
the disturbance and were
originally charged only with
harassment, Mathias added.
Woods was arrested Wed-
nesday afternoon and the rape
charges were filed WedneWay
night.
Last year's football team,
given a good shot at a winning
season, finished just 2-8-1
amid rumors of point-shaving
and drug use. There has been
no proof of the former chavge,
but the university later
disciplined 22 unnamed
athletes, including several,.
football players, for violations
of the student code governing
drug use. The National
Collegiate Athletic
Association also launched an
investigation.
In addition, the team was
rocked when a former player,
tight end Elmore Stephens,
and a former manager, John
Bishop, were sentenced to 20
years in prison in connection
with the kidnaping and death
of Luron Taylor of Lexington.
Ahead Of Schedule
SMITHFIELD, R.I. (AP) -
Coach Chuck Fairbanks says
his New England Patriots
squad has developed well
enough so he plans no further
scrimmages before the first
National Football League
preseason game Sunday alight
against the New York Giants.
Fairbanks said, "We have
many players back from last
season, and the carryover has
been good.". He cut Wed-
nesday's practice by a half
hour and allowed players to
work out without full equip-
ment.
Linebacker Rod Shoate
returned to the squad Wed-
nesday after being out a week
with a tendon injury.
BASEBALL
OAKLAND - John 'Blue
Moon' Odom and Francisco
Barrios of the Chicago White
Sox combined to pitch the
second no-hitter of the season
as they defeated the Oakland




We're gonna do it again!
Friday & Saturday, July 30th & 31st
From 4 p. m. til Closing
32 For
Oz. Sirloin Steak Two




All You Can Eat
Catfish. Dinner
Plus white beans, cote slaw, french fries and hash puppies





USA Has Only Distant Shot
At Third In Rgce For Medals
By BOB GREEN
AP Sports Writer 
•
MONTREAL ( AP) - The
United States now is almost
hopelessly out of the medals
race in the XXI Olympic
Games and, in fact, doesn't
even have a very good shot at
second place.
The Americans, who once
dominated these quadriennial
celebrations of sports, suf-
fered a gold medal shutout
again Wednesday, their third
in five days. They have gained
only one gold medal since
Sunday night and, in that
period, have fallen far back of
Russia and East Germany.
Russia, which picked up
four golds Wednesday, leads
with a gold-silver-bronze
count of 33-31-23. East Ger-
many has 30-19-18. The United
States is a poor third at 22-26-
19.
The trend, however, could
be reversed. It's doubtful that
America's inspired boxers
and somewhat maligned track
and field forces can muster
enough strength in the closing
days of the Games to overtake
either of the Communist
powers - but they can make it.
respectable. They could still
make it interesting.
The key could come in
today's activity. Maxie Parks,
Los Angeles; Fred Newhouse, --
Baton Rouge, Ls.; and Her-
man Frazier, Philadelphia,
have promised a 1-2-3
American finish and a shutout
of Cuba's Alberto Juantoreno
in the Men's 400 meters.
"We're ready to run him
right out of a medal," said
Newhouse.
And tonight, big John Tate
of Knoxville, Tenn., will take
on Cuba's favored Teofilo
Stevenson in a heavyweight
boxing semifinal, the feature
of Olt _television coverage.
Tate 13.--'-ene
Americans who has reached
the boxing semifinals. All of
them are assured of at least a
bronze medals. By com-
parison, the United States won
only three boxing medals in
the 1972 Games at Munich.
"We're doing it for Davey,"
is the boxers' rallying cry.
Featherweight Davey
Armstrong, 'Puyallup, Wash.,
was eliminated in the quarter-
finals. His teammates say,
quite frankly, he was robbed.
Tate, who suffered an eye
cut, put together a strong third
round for a 3-2 quarter-final
decision over West Germany's
Peter Hussing, clearing the
way for the important bout
with the formidable Steven-
son, the defending Olympic
champion.
Other Americans in
tonight's semis are the
fighting Spinks brothers,
middleweight Mike and light-
heavyweight Leon; light-
welter Sugar Ray Leonard,
Palmer „ Park, Md, ;
lightweight Howard Davis,
Glen Cove,. N.Y.; ban-
tamweight Charles Mooney,
an Army sergeant stationed at
Ft. Bragg, N.C., and flyweight
Leo Randolph, Tacoma,
Wash.
The Spinks, like Tate, won
quarter-finals Wednesday.
The others had advanced
earlier. Mike Spinks, from St.
Louis, took a 5-0 decision over
Rystard Pasiewicz of Poland.
Leon, a Marine corporal at
Camp Lejeune, N.C., had
more trouble with the referee
than he did Ottomar Sachse of
East Germany. Leon scored
one knockdown and an easy
decision but was warned once
Two More Seeds Upset
In Louisville Tourney
4
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) :-
Top-seeded Guillermo Vilas
continued his bid for a third
consecutive title in the
$125,000 Louisville Inter-
national Tennis Classic on
Wednesday, but two more
seeded players were knocked
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
Phila 65 31 .677
54 43 .557 1 1
New York 51 50 .505 16
S.. Louis 42 54 -.438 23
Chicago 41 58 414 25 2
Mon,real 33 60 365 301/2
West
Cincinna'i 62 38 .620
Los Ang 55 44 .556
flous-on 52 51 .505
San Diego 49 52 485
klan'a 45 54 .455
San Fran 44 58 431
Wednesday's Results
Mon,real 3, S. Louis 0, 2nd
game ppd., rain
Chicago 5, Philadelphia 2, 11
innings
klan.a 7, Los AncitleS12.
Pi-sburgh 1, New York 0, 13
innings
San Francisco 7, Cincinna,i 0
San Diego 2, Flous•on 1, 10 in
flings
Thursday's Games
Chicagp Reuschel 9-8) a.
Philadelphia (Cart•on 11-4)
Pi-sburgh (Rooker 8.5) a•
New York (Lolich 6-10)
San Diego (Freisleben 6-8) a-




San Diego a- Cincinnzris, 2,
(•n)
Mon'real a, Pit,sburgh, (f()
Philadelphia a! New York,
(n)
A•lart•is a' tiotrsloh, (n)









43 53 448 17
42 52 .447 17
West
Kan Ci y 60 38 .612
Oakland 53 47 _530 8
Minneso•a 48 50 .490
Texas 47 50 485
Chicago 45 54 456
Cat iforrna 43 59 422
Wednesday's Results
Minneso'a 88, Texas 50
Cleveland 7, Boson 6
Bal,imore 4, New York 3
De'roi, 1, Milwaukee 0
Kansas Ci,y 3, California 2
Chicago 2, Oakland 1
Thursday's Games
Cleveland (Dobson 11-7) a'
Bova" (Wise 7-8)
Texas (Umbarger 7-7) a'
Minneso a (Bane 32)
Bal -imore (R. May 6-7) a'
De.roi. (Fidrych 11 2), (n)
Ohly games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York a• Boson, (n)
Bali more a De•roit (n
Texas a' Kansas Chy, (n)
Cleveland a. Milwaukee, (n)
Oakland ireeMinneso. a, (n



















of Great Britain pulled a 7-5,7-
6 upset victory over fifth-
seeded Roscoe Tanner while
Victor Pecci of Paraguay
defeated 11th-seeded Onny
Parun of New Zealand by 2-6,
6-3,6-3.
Vitas, meanwhile, downed
unseeded Eric van Dillen 6-4,
6-4 for his second victory of the
tournament. He downed John
James of Australia 6 4, 6-4 in
the first round.
Vitas was scheduled to meet
15th-seeded Karl Meiler of
West Germany in today's
third round.
Vilas is still recovering from
a wrist injury, but it was the
oppressive heat that gave him
most of his trouble against van
Dillen.
"It is very difficult to play in
this heat," said Vitas. "My
wrist at the moment has not
bothered me. I feel corn-
lertable and I was hitting the
"ball well. I still am not in good
shape, but when I get on the
court lam a little tired."
Vilas said that van Dillen
"was playing some games
good and some games he was
a little tired. I don't know, but
something was happening to
him. He was hitting good shots
and he was stopping."
In other action Wednesday
involving seeded players, No.
3. Raul Ramirei'of Mexito
downed Alvin Gardiner of
Australia 8-2, 6-2; No. 4 Harold
Solomon defeated Tim
Gullikson 6-2,6-1; No. 6 Jaime
Fillol of Chile beat Bill
Scanlon 6-3, 3-6, 6-1; No. 7
Brian 'Gottfried defeated
Henry Bunis 3-6, 6-4, 6-2; No. 8
Stan Smith defeated John
Bartlett of Australia 7-6, 6-4,
and No. 10 Ross Case beat
Byron Bertram of South
Africa 7-6, 7-6.
Also, No. 12 Dick Stockton
defeated Pat Ilippre 6-2, 6-3;
13th-seeded Wciejek Fiback of
Poland defeated Zeliko
Franulovic 6-3, 6-1; No. 14
Tom Gorman beat Alvaro
Bettancur of Columbia 6-2,4-6,
74; and No. 15 Karl Meiler of
West Germany defeated John
Yuill of South Africa 6 3, 7-6.
In unseeded action Wed-
nesday, Billy Martin. beat
Gene Mayer 6-1, 6.3; Ricardo
Cano of Argentina beat Brian
Fairlie of New Zealand 6-1, 6-
4; and Colfn Dibley of
Australia defeated Victor
Aznaya 4-6, 6-1, 6-1.
.111'
for talking to the referee. And
when he showed up for the
judges' decision wearing a
--white'tale-.With a red tasale,
the referee Yanited- it off and
threw it in a corner.
Americans also have the
lead in both men's and
women's archery, and, thanks
to an excellent ride by Hilda
Gurney of Woodland Hills,
Calif., moved into second
place behind the West Ger-
mans in the equestrian
dressage team competiton.
The United States, which
has won only the basketball
gold in the past three days,
was -liniitseLta. two medals
Wednesday, a bronze by- four-
time Olympian Willie
Davenport, Baton Rouge, La.,
in the men's 110-meter hur-
dles, and a silver by
Hawaiians David McFaull and
Mike Roth well in the Tornado
class yachts, behinZ the
British boat which already
A BAD NEWS BEAR?-No, she isn't a member of the "Bed
News Bears" although she is pretty enough to play the lead
role. She is 11-year-old Suzanne Pitman of Murray, a member
of the. Eagles softball team in the Little Girls' Softball League.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Pitman.
(Rea Ptah; by MA. Inendes)
had clinched the gold.
Russia's four golds came in
men's and women's team
handball, women's team foil
fencing and in the men's
hemmer throw, where Yuriy
Syedekh set a Genes-record-
with a throw of 254 feet, 4
inches and led a Soviet sweep
of the medals. Aleksey
Spiridnov was second and
Anatoliy Beonjerchuk was
third.
The East German women
also swept the women's 200,
with lightly-regarded Baerbel
Eckert winning the gold in
22.37, setting an Olympic




Anders Garderud of Sweden
set a world record of 8:08.02 in
the steeplechase and East
Germany's Rosemarie
Ackermann won the women's
high jump with an Olympic
record 6-4.
Guy Drut, a French national
hero and generally considered
his nation's best athlete, won
the hurdles in 13.30, followed
by Alejandro Casanas of Cuba
and the 33-year-old Daven-
port. It was the first time since
the 1928 Games the United
States had failed to win a gold
medal in that event.
The United States now has
won two golds, three silvers
and six bronzes in five days of
track and field competition.
"Some people say we're not
doing too well," said U.S.
track coach Dr. LeRoy
Walker. "I think we're doing
fine. We'll have finalists in all
but one or two hi' the last
events."
But it would take more than
that to offset the Russians'
lead of 11 in gold medals and
their 87-67 lead in total
medals. East Germany also
has 67 over-all.
"HIT THE ROAD" SALE
VACATION CB BUYS -3 DAYS ONLY
Royce 23 Channel
Mobile Transceiver Reg. $144.95Save $17.19
$12776
• Synthesized 23-channel circuit
• Wireless chassis, L.E.D. transmit light
• Exclusive IC audio stage
• 3 Ceramic filters
• Plug-in mike, dual conversion
receiver, large S/RF meter
Royce Module CB Regularly $179.95





• Integrated phase loop lock circuit,
large SiRrmeter, radio frequency
gain control
• Pushbutton automatic noise limiter
and public address or CB switches.
dual conversion receiver
• 6 watts RMS IC audio stage,
. 3 ceramic filters
f 
Deluxe Royce 23 Channel








• Adjustable Vol-11-Matic mike, integrated
phase loop lock  • Large standing wave and radio
Frequency meter. pushbutton automatic noise
limiter and public address or CB switches • Contin-
uous radio tregtiency gain control, amplified auto-









• Trunk hp mount. ni,
holes required,
chomed brass cup
• 46" high, DC ground,
hardware, 17' low
__toss cable, connector
Sale Ends MONDAY AUGUST 2"
8 Ways to Buy'
GOOD/PEAR • caw • Goodyear •1••c••,•2 dh•nr• Our Own Customer Crecat Plan• Mast*, Charge • Boo•Aenolcmd
• Arnoncan expires Money Cott"
• came 13IancN, • ll.mifs Club
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE -
Store Nom:: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.A. Daily - Opait Friday until 1:00 p.m.
721 So. 12th St. Murray, Ky. 753-0595
•••
10V1.* in rsii•AA•si, Ay., 610/WM 
Pr IIMS, 11111104011/, •imi AV, e vie
General Motors Shows Record Profits For Second Quarter
DETROIT (AP) - The auto
indaetry's bust-to-boom
turnaround 'sent General
Motors' profits in the second
quarter soaring to a record
$909 million, the highest ever
by an industrial corporation
for a threemonth period.
April-June earnings
reported Wednesday by the
world's largest auto maker
amount_ to a startling $10
Minion a day aftertastes.
Profits jumped 173 per cent
from $333 million in the spring
of 1975, when the industry was
struggling out of its worst
slump in four decades.
GM joins Chrysler Corp. in
reporting record profits for
the period. Ford Motor Co.
also is expected to set a new
mark when it releases its
financial results today.
GM's earnings top the fir-
m's previous quarterly record
of4817 million set in the first
quarter of 1973. It also shat-
ters the previous quarterly
profit mark for an industrial
firm of $862 million set in the
last three months of 1974 by oil
giant Exxon Corp.
Financial analysts said the
most _money_ aver made br
-eOmpany for a single quarter
was $940 million by American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. in
the second quarter of this
year. AT&T is classified as a
utility.
Analysts attributed GM's
record profits to higher unit
sales industrywide, an in-
crease in the company's
maket share, a strong
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comeback in sales of high-
profit large cars, an easing of
cost increases combined with
effective cost-cutting controls,
and a recovery in overseas
markets that is paralleling
that in the United States.
Despite its record per-
formance, GM's profits fell
short of tire $935 million to $950
million forecast by Wall Street
GM dollar sales in the
quarter were a record $12.5
billion, up 35 per cent from
$9.3 billion a year ago. But unit
vehicle sales of 2.37 million
were below the record 2.39
million recorded in 1973.
For the first half of the year,
GM earned $1.71 billion on
sales of $23.9 billion, both
records. The firm had profits
of $392 million on sales of $16.9
billion in the first six months
of 1975.
Chrysler, which lost $260
million in 1975. reported
secondquarter profits of $155.1
million, highest in the firm's
history. Analysts say Ford
made about $400 million in the
quarter.
The resurgence in an
industry known for its volatile
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government is holding a
major sale of notes and bonds
next week that is open to
persons with as little as $1,000
to invest.
The $1,000 note will draw 8
per cent interest, which is
higher than the interest paid
on savings bonds or by barks
and savings and loans. To get
the return, investors will have
to let the government hold
their money for 10 years while
receiving interest payments
twice a year.
The notes are part of a
package of financing an-
nounced Wednesday by the
Treasury Department.
The notes are available
directly from the Treasury
Department by mail or in
persqn and from Federal
Reserve Banks across the
country through next Wed-
nesday. They are sold only at
$1,000 and multiples f $1,000.
Treasury requires a down
.payment of 20 per cent for
people buying less than
$500,000, with the balance due
Aug. 16.
Treasury will be offering at
least $4 billion of its 10-year, 8
per cent notes, and officials
say the . government might
increase that amount if the
demand warrants.
Previous offerings of an 8
per cent note in February and
a .77,8 note in May, were
oversubscribed, and Treasury
increased the amount sold.
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cycle begun in late 1973, when
the Mideast oil embargo in-
terrupted a banner year,




analysts praised the firm for
improving its profit margin.
Company officials warned
that earnings must improve
further to finance future in-
vestments. The United Auto
Workers demanded a fair
Government TO Wilk
-affairs, aeld Treaeury also
will be selling la billion worth
of three-year notes on Aug. 3
in minimum denominations of
15,000 and $1 billion worth of
:6-year bonds in minimum
denominations of $1,000 on
Aug. 6. Yields on both will be
determined by competitive
bidding.
Yen said the sales are to
raise about $2.5 billion in new
cash and pay off $4.5 billion
worth of securities maturing
in mid-August.
Yen also said government
borrowing for the second hall
Inmate Found
Hanged In Cell
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
A Kentucky State Peniten-
tiary inmate' has been found
hanged in his cell, prison
officials said.
Roger G. Jackson, 22, ap-
parently took his own life
Weiimday in a segregation
cell where helia'd been placed
for a disciplinary violation,
acting Prison Supt. Ken
Brandenburg said.
Jackson's penalty was to
end only a few hours after his
body was found, said Bran-
denburg.
The case was turned over to
the Lyon County Coroner
Eugene Denny and state
police to investigate.
Jackson was serving 26
years on multiple charges. He
was ordered segregated July
22. Brandenburg said a new
state law prohibits the release
of the reason for Jackson's
special confinement.
share of GM's wealth in its
new contract.
GM and the other makers
opened talks with the UAW
last week on new pacts
covering 680,000 workers.
of this year should be less
heavy than in the first half.
Treasury borrowed $82 billion
Last year and expects to
borrow $70.5 billion this year.
The decreased borrowing,
which relaxes upward
pressure on interest rates
throughout the economy, is
the product of progressively
narrower budget deficits and
ample supplies of cash in the
Treasury.
Going Out Of Business
Sale
20% Off
On all items excluding_ _












All Ladies Pant Suits
Jr's., Misses 8 Halt Sizes
11/3 Off






One Tabl, Men s One Table Ladies DressI
Dress Pants Shoes & Sandals
1/2 Price 2 Price
One Rack Girls Pant Suits &
Boys Leisure Suits,
1/2 Price










Many other items throughout store drastically reduced. No alt




WHEN USED FOR REPA-T
A-100 " LATEX HOUSE PAINT
Great coverage with our very best flat latex house paint.
GLOSS LATEX HOUSE & TRIM PAINT
Our finest gloss finish for use on any exterior surface
YOUR $i0197 -
CHOICE ow_ gal.
R*9 $14.97 gaL Ito
ic)- 1976 The Sherwin
Wirloarns COMpany
It* to *Silly 10 shop s1 •
Sharioln-Wallaw• Chscapars9
C.order AO Pay. 'Chow
BEAUTY LAST' LATEX HOUSE PAINT
Flat latex house paint. Durable and colorfast
Resists chalking, blistering and peeling
93
Reg. $11 93 gal.
,G4dartilot Ouatibgteral These cdatings are the result et extensive research
and testing by The Sherwin-Williams Company We guarantee your satisfaction -
In the use of these OfOduCrS Or your purchase pnce will be refunded
Salo Ends August 9th















ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS.
1. .Legal Notice
AS OF THIS date August
28, 1976, I the un-
dersigned am no longer .
responsible for the debts
















on ond the Business
Office may be
reached on 753,




Now epos di day Saturday
and Saturday agitt until 1 a.





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,





1/3 to 1/2 OFT
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis









ho yes spandiag too mod
yoso haswisocossarlyt
Try reaso Prioos:
A Shampoo &set $3.00
Haircut $2.00
Haircut & Blown Dry $3.00
Umperm $12.00













in the new Purchase
Area CB Directory.
You may pick up your
registering handle
cards at the following
business: Montgomery
Wards, Radio Shack, Big
K, Chuck's Music Cen-
ter, Otasco, Murray






20 Per Cent Discount on
all cabinet hardware.
West Ky. Cabinet, 1203
Story Ave.
Did you get your










half. And make the




A pubtvc Of *54 no.FITIP.,
Th. US D•osofnont of Transportatoon
and TA* AdverhoO4 Ilo4nc,t
DUE TO transportation
problems I find it
necessary to quit my
Watkins business and
dispose of all my stock.
Most of my Watkins
products are reduced to
cos i( and some items
below cost priced for
quick sale. Thanks to all
of you who have
patronized me in the
past. It has been my
privilege to have served






















YOUR NEED is our
_ concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
AMBIT'S FOOT - NOW TO TOUT IT - A ali
quick-drying T-4-L. Feel it take
to check itch, burning in MINIMS.
In 3 to 5 days, infected skin ameba-
off. Watch HEALTHY skin
A! If not delighted IN ONE HOUR
your 79e back at any drug counter
NOW at prows Brew
3. C rd Of Thanks
WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation and
thanks for the many acts
of kindness and sym-
pathy extended to us
during the illness and
death of our husband,
father and grandfather.
To Drs. Clark and
Jackson, third floor
hospital personnel,







food and sent flowers
and cards. To each and
all we say ric4__Bless
You.
Mrs Walter (Isy Mae)




5. Lost And Found
LOST 10.00 x 20 Goodyear
cross-rib tire mounted
on rim beta een 5 and
5:30 and between Tr-
City and Murray. Taylor





couple who could work a
total of 40 hours per
week. Secure ap-




























tilled by August 9.
RECESSION? WHAT'S
THAT? SMC Industries





in your area. This is a
solid business op-
portunity in the safety
and security field,
backed by a company
with 138 years of
valuable experience. If
you have a sales or sales
management
background and want to
be in the $3500 plus in-
come bracket call
Ronnie Giles, collect at
205-823-3301, 9 a.m.-3
p.m. Monday and
Tuesday only. No dealer
or franchise fee. Call




Una and work wit% •
pal* Mot Is making groat
progress.WI he Ii year
city Satardwy, July 31st to
otter via Nos sown op-
portunity to frivol 20 to 10
major cities and rotors. Ix-
puma (op to $100.00
worrii) and transportation
furnished wails yr train
yao. Must hi 10 and Inns
seam MO school. Amply le
PS" on to: Mrs. Fres Dakar,
Notiday Ina, is.. ISO,
Satyr* oaty 10 a.m. Is 3
BABYSITTER NEEDED
in my home. Beginning





















Contact Belcher Oil Co..
Mayfield, 274-2545 after
6 p. m. Murray 436,5459.
13.For Sale Or Trade
SET OF four Crager mag
wheels. $200 value, will
trade for boat and
motor. Cali 436-2289
after 6 p.m.




floors and roll up back
door, or will trade for
grain beds. One is 8'
wide, 18' long, 71.:' tall.
$600 One 8' wide, 21'
long, Pa' tall, $800. Will
make excellent storage
shed. Also 25 John Deere
pull type combine. Call
489-2697 or 4361112 after
6 p.m.
WILL SELL OR TRADE
four 14 inch Chevy tires
and wheels, (2 are side
track M.T.1 also 4 Chevy
adapters to fit V.W. Call
436-5838.
14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED CHILDS
training bike. Call 753-
3624.
USED 13x I x 28 tractor
tire. Call 436-2149.
INDIAN MOTORCYCLE
or model 74 Harley
Davidson. Call 75T-8821.
TOBACCO SCAFFOLD,
also will sell wheat
straw. Call 753-8683
after 5 p.m., 753-8428
COINS - American or





ED, duck and goose
Highest prices ever.
Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
15 Articles For Sale
Fir Wei
Ckie I x It walk-in cooler
One Us walk-in Freezer
Now in operation.
lorry's Rostearairt
S. 12th Street, Worm, Ky.
DEF.2 WELL PUMP, 1
h.p. with pressure tank.
Call 436-5608.
SEARS 9 cu. ft. upright
freezer, very new. $150.
Call 767-6296.
PROJECTOR, SUPER 8,
8 mm, excellent con-
dition. $40. Call 753-8382.
SORRY SALE is now a
merry gal. She used




home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent














BRAIDED OVAL 9 x 12
rug. $25. Apartment or
trailer size washer and
dryer, $200. Hooded hair
dryer, $10. Call 753-8595
16 Home Furnishings
WIGGINS. FURNITURE,
Pa miles North of
Murray on 641 has
.Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft.. widths 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 75.3-
4566. We deliver.
DISPLAY FURNITURE -
round bed,. sofa which
makes into round 'bed,. -
lounge chair which
makes into single bed. 7
piece wedge grouping,
white flopper chair. See









and a console stereo.
Call 753-6153.
HOOVER PORTABLE
spin 'dry washer like
new, $129. Call 489-2732.



















and Service, 500 Maple











FOR ALL YOUR fencing








Bumble Bee Bass boat.
135 h.p. Evinrude motor,
trolling motor, depth
finder and all extras.
Call 247-4732 after 5:00
p.m.
=MI
FLUTE FOR sale made
of coin silver. Call 753-
8046.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
ALVAREZ 5 string banjo,
viith szrugg tuners, and
case. Ca11435-4434.
REPOSSF-SSED organ
like new. Balance due.
Take up payment on











GAS DRYER, in good
condition, Black &
decker grass trimmer,
and 75 H. P. Mercury
motor.See at 1012 Payne
Street after 5:30 p. m.
TWO PIECE living room
suite, record player





RED BELLY Ford with
bushog and blade. Needs
carburator. IHC Club
low boy, new 60 in
mower, cultivator,








14' SPEED BOAT, 50 h.p.
motor. Trailer 71 model.
Call 489-2485.
14' CROSBY fishing boat.
Six man capacity, one
swivel chair, trailer,
Scott 40 h.p. motor. $275
or best offer. Call 753-
1513 or 753-7746.
14' MIRRO-CRAFT boat
with 62' beam, 1972
Johnson 35 hi). electric











14. FT. JON boat, 1976
model, 92 Johnson
motor. 1973 Model and
trailer. $800,1 Also 14 trot






tubes. $200. Call 767-
6296.
18 FT. DAY CRUISEla
1968, motorhnd trailer
Good condition. $350.
Can be seen at Slip No.




set in like-new condition.
Three woods, 10 irons
$95. Call 492-8158.
14' CHEROKEE boat, 18
h. p. Evinrude motor
and trailer. Good con-




with wheel weights and
also cover for mower.
Like new. One year old.




732 Irvin Cobb Road.
Phone 436-5894.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.










stereo or tape player in
the home. Wire in-
cluded, for hookup. $30.
Call 753-7737 or 753-9061.
TAKE UP $15 monthly
payment on '25" color
console TV. One black
and white for $5.00 a
month. Call 753-7575
27 Mobile Home Sales






storm • s, porches
and inning. Have
to see to , ppreciate. Call
days 436-5483, after 6 p.
m. 753-7450.
10 x 56 trailer. 3 bedroom,
porch and underpinned.
Air condition, washer
and electric heat. Call
436-2172.





1974 NORRIS 12 x 61.
Extra nice. New 26,000
BTU air conditioner-
Seari washer and dryer.
Underpinned. Located
at Fox Meadows, Lot E-
8. Call 753-5868.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales.. Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
21 Mobile Hiane Sales
10 x 52, 1965 model, 2
bedroom, $1200. Call 436-
5834





29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO HOUSE TRAILERS
on waterfront lot on
Blood River Lake. Call
436-2427.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
all electric, central heat




$50 deposit, $125 month.
Water, garbage pickup
and lawn mowed fur-
nished. Call 753-7377.
31 Want To Rent
COUNTRY HOME or
lake cottage by Sep-
tember 1st. Call 753-2580
10 a.m.-7 p.m.





- FIVE POODLES -
miniature. Call 435-4360.
FURNISHED APART-








ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Call 753-5865 or 753-
5108 after 6 p. m.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 75 3-5865 or 753-
5108 after 6 p. m.
FURNISHED two
bedroom, ½ block from




living room, kitchen and
private bath. .Has gas








ele4ric. $90 per month.
Call 189-2595.
FURNISHED APART-




34. Houses For Rent
NICE TWO BEDROOM
brick home for sale or
rent. call 436-5479.
36 For Rent Or Lease




MILK GOAT with 3 -
months old nanny. $75.
'Call 436-2124:
FOR SALE - Choice
mature beef from steers
fed grain 6 months or
longer Sides will run 250
lbs. and up. If you want
locally grown, welI-
marbled, and naturally
tender beef at a price
that doesn't even cover







gelding. Moving - must
sell. $160. Good saddle
$40. Call 435-4589.
38 Pets Supplies
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very




pups. Call 436-5650 or
753-1651.
ONE BEAGLE dog, nine
months old. Also Ger-
man Shepherd, 18
months old. Male. Call
428-2364.
ONE FULL BLOODED
female Collie puppy. Six
weeks old. Call 436-2456.
SIX WEEKS OLD male
registered _ American
Eskimo puppy. $35.00.
- Only one left. Call 436-
2215.
POODLE CLIPPING and
dog grooming at my
farm. Call 436-2510
Thursday, in town at
753-4551, Connie Larive. •
39. Poultry Supplies




own. $3.00 buliel, $1.50
'a bushel. C & A Farms,
Poor Farm Road. Bring
your own containers.
Open 9 to 6. Closed
Sundays.
SWEET CORN for sale.
Call 753-3622 or 753-7649.
41 Public Sales
ROAD SIDE SALE, July
30 and 31. Dewards
Chapel Church East
Highway 94, toward the
lake. Its benefits for new




Sale, small stove, fur-




vs PRICE SALE Saturday
8-4 p.m. south 13th and
Main. Bargain' Barn.
Rummage items '2 low
prices already marked.
CARPORT SALE
Saturday, 31st, 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. 12135 Mimosa
Lane (Directly ' ffehind
Holiday Inn, turn left off
Glendale Road onto
Dogwood Drive East
then left at Mimosa).
Furniture, TV., baby
items - play pen, etc.
Clothing-infant, sub-
teen and junior sizes.
Many other items.

















all built-ins in kitchen.
You have to go in this
house to appreciate it.




JUST LISTED the B. W.
Edmonds home at 504
Whitnell. A well built,
well kept brick and
stone with large living-
dining room, large den.
two bedrooms, large
utility, covered patio, 8
closets, garage, shade
trees and extra lot all for
only $23,000. Hurry and
see this and other
listings by calling C. 0.
Bondurant Realty first.
Call 753-9954, 753-3460 or
753-3690.











heat. Two car garage.
Zoned B 3 Close to
downtown priced wider
$20,000.
Five acres with two
bedroom frame home
within city_ limits.










home under $20,000 with
electric wall heat,
dining room, range, -
refrigerator and dish-
washer. Nice corner lot.
Approximately 1 acre
near Locust Grove
Church. New water tank
and pump. Call 753-8080




This 1/2 bolt, 3 Weems
bowatilal brick ham adOlt
overt 1100 sq. h. is WNW
so 20 acres with IS tow




With wrerd oat baidbp
raid good cooltion. Noes*
P 3 Weems brick, meth,
is S good scrim. Two sisorsii
is. this hoes..




Like nep, 3 bedroom, 2
11)43, home with lovely
courtyard and land-





with dining area, at-





to see this quality home.
CLOSE TO Downtown
Shopping - new listing,
only one block from
downtown, groceries,
stores and restaurants.
Two bedroom home of
good construction and













den with fireplace, 2
car garage with.
automatic door, big ,
lot good for garden.
14 x 30 basement, •
finished. Call:
753-3954 -
340' x 337' BEAUTIFUL.
wooded tract of land
located in Kentucky
Lake area. County road
runs thru this parcel and
can be divided into -
large building sitci.
May be purchased for
only $3995 with $40 down
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tricts
land that may be bought
with a small dowii
payment and monthli,
payments to suit St.
buyer. For directions4
inspect phone Robert F.
Thornburg at 436-5320.
44. lots For sale
BEAUTIFUL - TREED
• lot. 150 ft. frontage x 201)
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LOTS FOR SALE or rent
with or without new
mobile homes. Terms to
-T suit. Call 753-3745.
•-•":
*LOT IN East Y Manor.




HOUSE AND We acres
land. Mouse is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Marray. Call 753-5618.
46. Homes For Sale
Mt./LW ril A 15 L.r. isr-r-ras
will buy house with 1/2
acre lot, modern kit-
chen, built-ins,-7 miles
from Murray, off Air-




1/2 baths, central heat




, pletely redecorated in-
• eluding carpeting.
'Large kitchen, utility
' room one car garage.
;Near - University,
.Phone 753-8580 or 436-
2257 after 1 PM'
: week days or anytirne
on weekends.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
- 1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are









„ living-dining room, 2150
square feet including
garage. $37,900. Call 753-
4191.- . ..
Every Saturday night 6p. m. at Henry Auction
House, Henry, Tenn. This week we have a load











, S38.6.00, Up. Floored, ready to es*. N.M. bare sold-rons, peters,
corporn, offices. lay Hos Best far Lou. CUSTOM -WILT POI-
TAM BUILDINGS 753-0914.
NOTICE
Effoolies Ilsoday, Aug. 2, IN. Podia* far rosier olassitiod ads
.111 N. $ pas. IN. day Whirs pobeeatiaa. The doadlioc for slaasifiod
display ask oil romans Roos Ilso day Infers polilioafiss. •
Ti kora Nut per ad appears I. The *nay Lodger I Timms ea
IN.pridorrod days, noose sewn Nose Ma/hos
Ti plans a classified ad, phrase sad 753-fill sr 1113-1117 aids




SAT. JULY 31, 1976
9:30 AM
Following is s Fortin fisting of items to be sectioned.
ANTIQUES
2.brass hods, 1-1fasMon organ (125 yrs. old), I • foolish G.F. deck
(1790), 1-Eoplisi bond coned kronen A chair, 1 • oak dresser, I
sok Coll dresser, solid mann desk & their. Lots of Gloss Ae-
tna*, • ilk.
NOME FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
Toesters, clones dryers, cooders, drain, etc.
FARM EQUIPMENT
Any sonewessewitts day of sale will take presidents* ono ado. Tinos
of solo cask.
1 9' Vflit•I Au, 1-730 Ma Dews Tractior,Astins ainnors, rotor-,
Not RESPONSIKE Spit ACCIDENTS
C. H. Thompson- Auctioneer
In Charge of Sale
Lit.& Bonded Auctioneers
Ulis arid Irene Woods
•





and pick up valuable information so
you may enjoy viewing the Montreal
Summer Olympics on ABC-TV.





NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE NML
•
t
"Vit41'CH IT, CRONKITE. THAT
WAY YT 15 Tom&H-r• "
46 Homes For Sale
OUR LOSS, YOUR GAIN.
605 Broad Street,
Murray. $3,000 or best
offer. We paid $4,000 for
this property in 1970 plus













reduced to $12,500. Call
753-1877 or 753-7974.
FANTASTIC BUY! ! !
Subdivision at Innction
of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 1% baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting -
throughout. Good-
location . Phone 753-7857.
FIVE ROOM BRICK




acres, 8 miles from
Murray. Call 436-5479.
NOT THE
46. Homes For Sale
NICE THREE
BEDROOM brick home
on large lake front lot.
Call 436-2459.
THREE NEW 3 bedroom
homes. Mid 20's. Will
trade for mobile home,
lot, etc. Call 753-3672.
BY OWNER beautifully
decorated, three
bedroom brick, den with
fireplace, 2 baths, built-
ins in kitchen. Central
gas heat and central
electric air. 805 Bagwell
Blvd. Call 753-0871.
2015 GATES130ROUGH
Circle, 3 bedroom home
on large lot. Features
den with fireplace.
Large kitchen, separate
dining room and living
room. Two car garage.
Call 753-8836.
,LARGE THREE
- - bedroom house with
aluminum siding. Large





bedroom, 2 laa-th home
near high school. Cali
753-6496.
For Sale y Owner
Bedroom brick with built-ins, 2 full baths, wall-to-
wall carpeting with large covered patio and out-
' • .„rzes heat and electric air. M33 arum' Street
Priced in low 30's
Call David King - 153-11355
ANTIQUES!
Former Louisville antique dealer, moving, must
sell personal collection of pre Civil War antique
furniture. Pine press, cherry press, 2 cherry
chests, 3 cherry tables, cherry cannonball bed,
walnut - cupboard, 2 walnut tables, Lincoln
rocker, child's Boston rocker, 2 shaker chairs,
desk on stand, 2 early church benches, set of
plank seat chairs, Pennsylvania dovetailed
cradle, odd chairs, tables, etc. Other - Cloisonne,
fancy quilts, Currier and Ives print, iron baby
bed, Jenny Lind baby bed, children's chairs,
'brass floor lamp, fancy National 2 drawer cash






By Realtor Fred Barber
urdorn and Thurman Real Estate
Reduce Taxable Sale Profit
II you sell your home and
make a profit, Uncle Sam
wit expect to get a share of
that profit in the form of in-
come taxes. That is, unless.
you reinvest your proceeds
in another home or are over
65.
Therefore, those who
profit from a home sale, put
the check in the bank and
rent an apartment, should
not overlook any legitimate
expenses which would
redoce the sire of the
taxable gain.
Expenses such as the
Reaftor's commissions, deed
preparation, legal and ap-
praisal fres, and any ~roll,
fees, can be taken off the
top.
to-called "fix-up" expenses
also can lead to tax savings.
This "fix-up" work must be
done during the 90 day
period before the sale anti
payment must be made no
later than 30 days after the
sale.
If there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PURDOM &
THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
407 Maple St., Murray.





1973 HONDA 354. 753-711110,






1974 XL 350 Honda new







49 tked Cars & Trucks
071. CHEVROLET
---- impala. 1472 Vega. 1970
Ford Maverick. Call 436-
5366 or 436-5437.
49 Used Car 8, Trucks
MO PLYMOUTH statii* _
wagon 383 i_1140Matifie- -
with 'air. nood radial




has less than 48,000
miles. $1250. Call 436-
TIRE SALE-The Wide
Ones with Raised White
Letters. Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. G70x14" or 15",
$25.78 plus $2.87 FE Tax.
G60:14" or 15", $27.59
plus $3.01 FE Tax.
1,130x14" or .15", 130.46





$15.99 plus $1.74 FE Tax.
C78x13", $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE Tax. E711x14",
$18.25 plus $2.27 FE Tax.
F78x14", $18.95 plus
$2.39 FE Tax. G78x14"
or 15", $20.88 plus $2.58
FE Tax. H78x15", $21.99








$2.69 FE lax. GR78x14"
or 15", $37.92 plus $2.97
FE Tax. HR78x15",
$39.58 plus $3.15 FE Tax.
LR78x15", $41.57 phi*
$3.47 FE Tax
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway Tread, Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. 700x15" 6 ply,
$24.36 plus $2.83 FE Tax.
750x16" 8 ply $31.23 plus,"
$3.59 FE Tax. Tractor
type 4 ply Q78i15",
$21.04 plus9,56'FE Tax
or H78x154 , $22.58 plus
$2.8pot Tax. 700x15" 6
ply, $28.27 plus $3.16 FE
Tax. 750'16" 8 ply,
$37.39 plus $3.95 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.





good tape player and
stereo speakers. Runs
real good, very clean.
Brand new tires.
Average retail $2800.
Will sacrifice for $2150.
Call 753-0123 days or 753-
7699 nights.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA




$1150. Call 753 4445.
TWO TON IBC tow truck.
15,000 lb. winch. Call 436-
5519.
13419 FIAT 850 Spider.
Recently overhauled.
$600. Call 753-4580.
1116 MUSTANG, .4 speed,





1972 BUICK Electra. Full
power. Must sell. Call
753-4943.




be FORD pickup track.
Excellent motor. $225
Call 753-45,30.
11179 CAMARO 396 350 h. p.
engine. Four speed.
Bronze with black vinyl
top. $950. Call 753-5612.
1914 THUNDERBIRD
convertible. Tennessee
car. 65.000 actual miles.
Needs paint job. Good
mechanical condition.
See at Tibet's Body
Shop $2,000 or best
offer Serious inquiries
only.
LOOKING FOR A HOUSE YOU CAN MOVE INTO AT ONCE THEN YOU SH9ULD
TAKE A LOOK Al ONE OF THE FOLLOWING, THEY ARE ALL VACANT AND
READY FOR OCCUPANCY.
LOCATED AT 1003 South 16th Street we have a
beautiful Brick with central heat and air, 3
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, nice patio with gas grill.
Outside storage building, ready to move into
$36,500.
LOCATICE) AT 1713 FARMER on a large shady
lot is this 3 bedroom brick, newly decorated, has
garage, nice hardwood floors and priced at
$26,750.
JUST LISTED IN EAST Y MANOR SUB. THIS 6
room brick with carport with storage room also a
nice aluminum storage building, TV tower, elec-
tric heat and air conditioned, large lot, buy today
move tomorrow $29,500.
LOCATED AT 516 South llth Street is this new
listing with 7 rooms, 2 baths, large workshop, or
private office, has range, dishwasher, disposal,
extra large family room this is a large house only
block from shopping center and priced at $35,500.
LOCATED IN KINGSWOOD SUB. is this nice 3
bedroom brick with central gas heat and air con-
ditioning 11/2 baths, carport, large lot, pay off
today and move in tomorrow $34,000.
JUST LISTED on 94 Highway East, a large 9
room brick with app. 3 acres of land, central heat
and air, has 10 closets fireplace, has stock barn
for the horses, 2 baths, other outbuildings
$38,900.
ALSO ON 94 HIGHWAY EAST is this nice 6 room.
frame house with full basement, this house-has
been completely reworked, new cabinets, new
bath, new carpets has outbuilding and is located
on one of the nicest shady lots you will be able to
find anywhere $23,500.
LOCATED AT KIRKSEY WE HAVE A 6 room
Frame house, completely remodeled and located
on 4 acre lot-you will be surprised what $15,000
will br5., take a look at this house.
.LCATED AT 1627 FARMER is this 7 room
a brick with 3 bedrooms, den, kitchen, utility, has
fireplace extra deed shady lot and priced at
$,500...
ALL Of THE ABOVE 9 HOUSES ARE VACANT AND
READY FOR OCCUPANCY IF YOU NEED A HOME AT
ONCE HERE ARE NINE TO (NOOSE FROM: IF YOU
HAVE A LITTLE MORE TIME ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
MAY II WHAT YOU WANT.
JUST LISTED ON THE DR. MASON RD. IS
THIS large 6 room brick house with 2 baths, 3
bedrooms, electric wall and baseboa-d heat, air
conditioned, carpet, drapes on app. I acre lot
$35,750.
LOCATED ON SQUIRE HOLLAND ROAD is
this 6 room brick, with 32 x 30 Strandsteel
building clean up shop. On a lot 120 x 240 Ft. If
you are looking for a nice home with nice shop
you should let us show you this one for $36,900.
Cottage with 18 x 30 ft. living room located in
Center Ridge Subd. There are 9 lots that go with
this property. A smaller unfinished cabin next to
the big one could be completed for year round in-
tome. Lumber and most of the fixtures just
waiting to be installed. ji good investment
property for $23,000.00.
Attractive house and lot on Ryan Ave. Has 3
bedrooms, knotty pine kitchen, nice yard. This
home also has a transferrable VA loan with 6%
interest, and can be yours for less than
$25,000.00.
Close to Robertson Elementary School, we offer
a comfortable 3 bedroom home with 1/2 baths
and large den kitchen combitiation;.A large
backyard has many fruit trees, nice garden spot
and is fenced. Ideally located for couples with
small children. Priced less than $30,000.00.
COZY LAKE COTTAGE in nice area. Furnished
with all the necessities and some extras too like a
free standing firefilace and built in range and
refrigerator.
BARGAIN PRICED BRICK located close to the
university. Three bedrooms and a fireplace for
only $23,000.









JUST LISTED A 3 bedroom brick on S. llth
Street next to shopping center. If you are con-
cerned about being able to do your own shopping,
as you grow older, this should be for you all your
shopping needs at your back door $27,000.
Located on 641 Highway South we have app. 700
ft. of highway front with beautiful building
places and well, price reduced $2000 to $8000.
••• ---4o.
Located across from East Elementary cchool we
have a lot 100x184 for $2,250.
Located in Kingswcod sub. on-Camelot Drive we
have a lot for only $2,100.00.
LOCATED ON IRVAN Cobb. Highway 1 mile,
east of 94, we have a beautiful 3 bedroom brick
on 3.8 acre lot. This house is wrapped up in in-
sulation even under the floor. Owner built this
house for his own home, there was nothing
spared in construction. There are too many
features to try mentioning themall so let* ow
you this one $49,800.
BEAUTIFUL LOT in Cantoruilltores Subdivision
wonderful view of lake $5,000.
LOCATED IN •PTNE BLUFF SHORES SUB-
DIVISION ,e-have a 2 bedroom brick and frame
house and nots for only $10,000.
„j.ktT FOR DUPLEX ON MONROE St. 100x200
for $5,000.
LOCATED NEAR PATTERSON POINT a
mobile home with 2 additional rooms, on large
lot with extra storage building, garden, well, and
priced at $10,750 will sell lots with well and septic
tank for, $4,000 and move buildings off.
LARGE COMMERCIAL LOT LOCATED NEXT
TO Garlands Used Cars lot this lot has a frontage
of 81 ft. and extends back over 400 ft. and is 140 ft.
at back. Priced at $19,250.
LOCATED ON NORTH 18th Street we have a 2
bedroom house with aluminum siding, carport,
large utility, 10 x 18 ft. storage house, severai
fruit trees and priced at $16,500.00.
WE HAVE SEVERAL nice building lots located
in Broach Sub. Near new high school $4,250 and
g,0011. a*
WE HAVE 2 very nice building lots located in
Sherwood Forrest Sub. $2500 each or both for
$4900.
LOCATED IN CYPRESS BAY AREA we have
an extra nice mobile home with extra room on 2
lots, furnished with 1/7 interest in lot and well all
for $7,500.
LOCATED ON KY. HIGHWAY 732 app. 1 mile
from lake we have large 5 room house on 1 acre
lot has several outbuildings and several fruit
trees and can be bought for only $11,000.
BUSINESS HOUSE WITH LIVING QUARTERS
located at 5 points, this place is ideal for any type
business plus 7 room living quarters $50,000.
• _
JUST LISTED IN LAICEWAY SHORES, A
WELL BUILT 2 bedroom home on 2 lots for
$10,500 possession with deed.
JUST LIgTED ON OLIVE BVLD. 7 room house
on large commercial lot, adjoining the lot recen-
. tly purchased by CAPTAIN "D" on Olive and
back to McDonalds between 12th and 13th St.,
$75,000,
WE HAVE six acres of land on the Kirby Jen-
nings Trail for only $5,000.
JUST LISTED IN CENTER RIDGE Subdivision
a very neat well built house for only $10,000.
JUST LISTED 3 bedroom brick at 1611 Locust
Drive, 2 _baths, cen. gas heat and central air,
Located next to Robertson School, only 2 blocks
from University. Lot 80 x 200 ft fireplace, range,
dishwasher, disposal, carpet a real fine home for
$36,500. •
Located at 413 S. 9th Street is this 4 bedroom
house with full basement, central gas heat and
central air, new carpet, 2 lots and priced at
$24,500.
APARTMENT HOUSE located at 901 Sunny
Lane, has 4 very nice apts. on lot app. 150 by 300
ft. This apt. is in excellent condition. Interested
In a fine home with good income take a took at
this one. $00,000.
WE HAVE OTHER LISTINGS AND 7 LICENSED AND BONDED SALES PERSONNEL
1'0 SHOW THEM TO YOU. Call 753-1651 or come by and see us at South 12th
and Sycamore we love to talk Real Estate.
HOYT ROBERTS 753-3924
RAT MOM 436-5650









sale. Call after 6 p.m.
753-3135.
1975 FORD GRANADA
Ghia, 6 cylinder, 4 door,
factory air, reclining
bucket seat, manual
shift in floor. 7,000 miles,
like new. $3500. Call
Paris, 901-642-3540.










1972 jp-YE.GA 9T. 1969
Camaro Chevrolet. Call
- 436-2197.
1972 BLACK Monte Carlo,
power steering and




steering and brakes and
air. Good condition. Call
753-9659.




Like new. Call 753-0986.
'ES FORD Galaxie 500,
low mtleage, Qew tires.



















ncc15 Different Colors per pound
Plaster Molds
1/4 Off Regular Prire
Crafts Unlimited
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
Sterling Antiques Inc. present headquarters in
Locust Fork, Alabama, now locating in Hazel,
Kentucky will have the official opening with an
auction held in one of their buildings Saturday
July31, 10:00a.m.
This ell he am
eeenelly Geed Sale
Offering a good variety of antiques large and
small such as:
OAK FURNITURE
Roll Top Desk, Bedroom Suites, Rockers, Sets
and Odd Chairs-. A Settee, Dropleaf Table and
Chairs and other pieces.
WALNUT FURNITURE
Bedroom Suites, Odd Beds, Pedestals Sideboard,
Chifferobe, Inlay Dresser, Chest, Tables, and
other pieces.
MISCELLANEOUS FURNITURE
Settee, brass and iron beds, hall tree, small book
case, gate leg table, pump organ, piano and
stools, office chairs, pine chest, over mantle and
other mirrors, marble top wash stand, mother of
pearl inlay (oriental) and other tables, wicker
and other odd furniture, coach seat, coal hod,
bowl and pitcher sets, vales, cheese disb, butter
dish, bed chambers, a foot warmer, tureens,
covered dishes, lamps, china clock, other clocks,
candle sticks, water pitcher, glasses, and lots of
misc. pieces. We will be looking for you, come
spend the day. Mr. Gallimore will have good food
for us at the restaurant. Not responsible for ac-
cidents. For information Contact
fesety Parkhill IA be oissepor of Nasal Ste,, epos hay.
NOTE her. buddy Motley and wife Fiarel associates
of Sterling Inc. ofeeneting as Rirmeigharn. Alabama
and other places In south have recently opened a
business he Austin, Texas and now in Hazel, Ken-
tucky woukf be glad to meet you at this se/e. They
openers stores for dealers twholesalei also ?or
avidsaisia or both as is case at this store at Hamat
Ky. •
moos* tell your on', two lover; about this sole we





ft. Travel Trailer, sleeps





fair tires, complete with
furniture and 44 gallon
water tank. $900. Call
753-3511.
PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling




home and industrial, air
'. Conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt: Call 437-4553,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
IENT IINSENIAC










a Who it Vas NM
NOY SAVE UP TO
125.00 1411 nom
)1CIRBEY CARPET
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come clean by
stearh cleaning. Free












Call 753-4124, South 4th







will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 753-
5795.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and











113 S. Orb Strain
Mtorrey




DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.






753-5429 after 4 p.m.
Large Boston Ferns 
20% OH All Other Plants
L.4$sr loch chair  $1165 ge $1795
Jumbo Rockers  $1 695 & $1 9'




For all complete full size Cats delivered
to


























struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.









and roofs sealed. Call





vice. No job too small.




work needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306. +
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free









kittens of all colors. One
group is about 7 weeks
old. Other group is three




7 weeks old. Were
abandoned arid are
being cared for by
Humane Society, Call
753-3994 after 4:30 p.m.
FREE TEN WEEK old
puppies. Varieus colors.
Friendly and love to
play. Desperately need
good homes. Also
available calico cat. All




, Beagle. Tr -colored.
Very friendly and
healthy, coat is sleek
and glossy. Very
beautiful dog and will
make a very nice pet.
Call 7453-1994 after 4:30
p.m.
SIX MONTH old half
Cocker Spaniel., dog.
Very gentlewould make
good childs pet. Call 753-
4487.
The former Moose Lodge building on 18th Street
has 5,784 square feet, 15 ton air conditioning, cen-
tral gas heat and many improvements. This
budding presently has several rooms, including
'test rooms, game room, club room, kitchen and
rest rooms but none of the interior petitions are
supporting walls so the interior could be
redesigned without major expense. The two lots
providing parking space for 55 cars. Zoning is R-
4.
LOOKS LIKE BRAND NEW
This three bedroom home on Sherry Lane has
central electri.e heat and air, two baths, many
built-ins. Outside storage - garden space.
Priced-to move'
Good Place To Live Plus
Excellent Rental Return
This tri-plex at 403 North Fifth Street has an out-
standing occupancy rate. Fourteen rooms, six
bedrooms, three baths, Nis heat - furniture stays
with two of the units. You really must see this
property to appreciate the value. May we show it
to you? Excellent investment opportunity.
TWO BEDROOM
Home in Keniana Scenic Valley subdivision.
Needs lots of work, but the $8,500.00 price for the
home and two lots makes it well worthwhile.
NICE HOME - LOW PRICE
Located at 523 Broad Street, this three bedroom
home has central gas heat for fuel economy.
Priced well under $20,000.00.
With 18 by 36 foot swimming pool and large,
screened-in back porch_ Central gas heat, cen-
tral electric air conditioning, the very best
throughout. $50,000.00.
Get both with this house at 800 Minerva, just
across the street from Murray High School.
Three bedrooms, three baths, spacious play
room, living room-dining room, den and large
kitchen with many built-ins. Beautiful fireplace.
Central gas heat, central electric air con-
ditioning. Priced well worth the money.
The Bailey Hendricks nome in Gatesborough has
twelve spacious rooms including four bedrooms
and two and a half baths. Two separate heating
.and cooling units. Everything about this home is
the very finest!
SPACIOUS, COMFORTABLE
Home in Kenianna Shores, located on large
wooded lot. Central electric heat and air. Wood
deck, stone and concrete patio, huge playroom-
den. Here is lake property that is priced right.
Income Producer
Near University
This beautiful duplex on a large shaded lot is
only a block from the University. Each unit has
two bedrooms, one bath. Currently producing
$290.00 per month rent - priced under $30,000.00.
On a quiet street this home has two bedrooms
and a den that serves as the third bedroom. It
has been well maintained and cared for, and has
a large yard with a garden area. Under
$30,000.00.
A Sound Investment In
A Growing Industry
This ten acre tract at Harbor Hill Marina near
Murray State University Biological Center and
"White Sandy Beach" has 29 campsites with
water and electricity, six cottages, swimming
pool and large mobile home. See us for more
details. Financing available for qualified ap-
plicant.
•
We also have many other listings, including homes, nice shaded
residential building lots, commercial building lots, marinas resorts





Don Tucker 753-1930 Chuck Shuffett 753-4560
•
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1 Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Is Friday
For Bill Nall, Jr.
The funeral for William C.
(Bill) Nall, Jr_of 1706 Ryan
Avenue, Murray, will be held
Friday at eleven a. itt. at the
ehapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Dr. David
t. Roos officiating.
Burial will be in the Clinton
Cemetery with military rites
being conducted by a unit
from Fort Campbell. Friends
may call at the funeral home.
The Ijarnily requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to Heart
Research or to the Bill Nall
Memorial Baseball Fund at
Murray State University,
Johnny Reagan, director.
Mr. Nall, age 56, died
Tuesday at St. Thomas
Hospital, Nashville, Term. He
is survived by his wife,
Mildred, two sons, William C.
(Bud) Nall III and Dennis
Corwin Nall, Sr., one gran-
dson, Dennis Corwin Nall, Jr.,
and one sister, Mrs. John
Pasco.
Mrs. Rosa B. Arnn
Dies At Hospital
Here Wednesday
Mrs. Rosa Boyd Arnn of
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
died Wednesday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 61 years of
age.
The' deceased was a native
of Eotves and was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. R. M. Boyd.
Mrs. Arnn is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Evelyn
Hartnett of Paducah; two
brothers, Herman L. Boyd of
Paducah and Edwin Boyd of
Memphis,. .Tekut.; several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Roy M. Lowe
Funeral Home, Lowes, with




Dies At His Home
Word has been received of
the death of Ronald Kraemer,
Jr., eight months old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Kraemer, Sr., of Louisville
who was discovered dead in
his crib early Tuesday mor---
ning at the Kraemer home.
Survivors include his
parents; grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. G. Sayne of
Louisville with Mrs. Sayne
being the former Elsie Stinker
of Murray.; great grand-
parents, Rev. and Mrs. R. A.
Stinker of Murray Route
Seven.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at the Old Colonial
Funeral Home, Sixth and
Asher, Louisville. Burial will




Funeral rites for 011ie
Easley will bkheld Friday at
three p. m. at the chapel of the
Roberts Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with Rev. L. M.
Brown officiating.
Pallbearers will be Charles
Glover, Morgan Mathis,
Kenneth Glover, Wayne
Osborn, Danny Osborn, and
Tommy McClure. Burial will
be in the Burnetts Chapel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Easley, age 49, died
suddenly Monday evening at
Houston, Texas. A veteran of
World War II; he was the son
of the late 0. T. (Bud) Easley
and Josephine Easley Dick.
Survivors are four sisters,
Mrs. Henry Lee Jones,
Murray Route One, Mrs. John
Parchman and Mrs. Charles
Calhoun, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Era Bell Suiter, Graves
County; two brothers, Robert
Lee Easley, Murray Route
One, and Ernest Easley, East
Prairie, Mo.; several nieces
and nephews.







Order your reserved tickets now and save!
CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO—Starring Jerry Reed, Performances Friday,Aug. 20, 8:00 P.M., EDT; Saturday, Aug. 21, 2:30 and MO P.M..EDT; Sunday. Aug. 22, 1:30 and 5:30 P.M., EDT.
Send __adult tickets 4, $4.00 ea., _tickets $3.00 ea.Send chiletickets I )2 Er under) * 400 ea.,  tickets *
$2.0Q ea.
Specify Performance Date  and Time 
WOLPMAN JACK, ROCK SNOW AND FIREWORKS — Thursday,August 19, 800 P.M. EDT. All seats general admission
Send _Show Tickets @ $2.00.
NEIL SEDAKA — Friday. August 20, 3:00 P.M Cr 8:00 P.M.-119T.iAll seats are reserved.)
Send  300 P.M. Show Tickets @ 54.00. send P.M.Show Tickets @ $5.00
ROCK SHOW — Saturday. August 21. 8:00 P.M. EDT. i All seats
reservedi Send Show Tickets *. $4.00
SEALS AND CROFTS — Sunday, August 22, 4:00 P.M. and 8:00P.M EDT. (All, seats are reserved). Send _Show Tickets oi55.00. Specrty Performance Time 
MARTY ROBBINS — Friday, August 27, 300 P.M. ated8':00 P.MEDT., All seats are reservedl Afternoon S3.00, Evening $4.00.Send Show Tickets 53.00 and ______at $4.00.
FRANKIE VALLI featuring THE FOUR SEASONS — Saturday, August28, 300 P.M. and 8:00 P.M. EDT.
All seats are reservedl Afternoon $4.00, Evening $5.00Send Show Tickets @ $4.00 and _at $5.00
Oralea yaw MAMMA Dilegaust Gate AdmiMien Tickets w.11141Stadium* Skew Tickets,
Them special discount tickets can only be ordered with advance show
tickets and are good only the same day of the Performance.Send  Adult discount gate admission eickets $1.00
Send _Children gate admission tickets @ 25c.
year
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW
Finest U.S. Show Horses competing for over $175,000. Shows Thurs-
day, Aug 26 D and Friday. Aug. 27 0 730 P.M., EDT (Checkshow date,
Send ___ tickets (Ts $4.03 ea.. for -Thursday or Friday shows.
Saturday. Aug. 29 0 800 P.M. EDT — Send _tickets 34 56.00ea





State  rip- ______,
Send a Certified Check. or Money Order for the Stadium and Gate
Admission tickets you want with a stamped, self-addressed een,t4ope
to Kentucky State Fair Tickets, P 0 Boy 21 179. lousviile Kentucky
40221.
SPeerlif se  ,arkiae dkeovnt rickets *veiled/4e new ttuelegh Angst*
14. $1.00 adyn,ts yew entire i•rwsly dur mg carload hours. lkifeeetc•
'discount cities" ticket will be honored hon. 7 AM until 12 aeon
eaeaiag day sad Frldey. August 19 end 20, end Monday Illiroterk
i Setietelse. Anent 22 tioeoultli IS. Tickets we avellabie at yew local
uback or sp•resarlim.
.. Use this coupon es you, ticket order fore, J
Bro, Itonald R. Mclndoo,
evangelist from Orlando,
Ha., will be the speaker at
the series of gospel
meetings to begin at the
Kirksey Church of Christ
Monday, August 2, and
continue through Sunday,
August 8, with services at
7:30 each evening and at
10:40 a.m. on Sunday. Bro.
Mclndoo conducts
several meetings each






Florida. He is married to
the former Jean Newman
and they have two
children, Robert and





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
General Shoe Co. officials
have announced that their
plant here will close down
Friday, resulting in the loss of
some 300 jobs.
Company officials said up to
30 persons from the Frankfort
plant might be rehired at
another General Shoe plant in
Danville.
George Hocker, Frankfort
plant manager, attributed the
shut, down to the ability of
foreign nations to produce
shoes at lower cost.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service July
29, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 229 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts .25-mostly .50 lower Sows stead y-
.50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . $45.0045.50 few 45.75
US 1-3000.240 Its 1144.58-45.00
US 2-4 240-260 lb  143.75-44.50
US 3-4000-280 lbs. S42.75-43.75
Sows
US 1-2270-000 lbs. 836.50-37.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. . V6.00-36.50
US 1-3 450.650 lbs. ... $36.50-37.50




The Church Grove United
Methodist Church, located on
the Murray Highway near
Benton, will have weekend
revival services during the
month of August, according to
Rev. Richard C. Denton,
minister of the church.
Speakers will be as follows:
Rev. R. L. Dotson, LaCenter,
August 1; Rev. Fred French,
Calvert City, August 7 and 8;
Rev. John Jones, Benton,
August 14 and 15: Rev.
Clarence Hare, Jr., Mayfield,
August 21 and 22; Rev. Jerry
Carr, District Superintendent
of the Paducah District of the
United Methodist Church,
August 28 and 29.
Services will be held at 7:45
p.m. nightly. Church
visitation will be held on
Thursday evenings and cot-
tage . prayer meetings on
Friday evenings.
Bro. Hargis Will
Speak At Bell City
Bro. Henry Hargis will be
the speaker at the special
services at the Bell City
Church of Christ starting
Sunday, August 1, and con-
tinuing through Saturday,
August 7.
The services will be at 7:45
each evening. Bro. Hargis is
minister of the Union Grove
Church of Christ, located at
Penny.
Wranglers Club Will
Ride On .Friday Night
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday, July 30, at
seven p.m. at the club, located
east of Murray ot(Highway 94
on the Van Cleve-Road.
Any person who has a horse
is welcome to go and ride at
the club. Food will be
available in the concession
stand. '
Ford Grabs Edge In Fight Over
Mississippi Uncommitted Votes
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Ford grabbed an
edge in the fight over
Misilipippi's uncommitted
delegates as he and challenger
Ronald Reagan turned their
attention today to Penn-
sylvania, now the other major
battleground in the contest for
the GOP nomination.
Ford picked up the en-
dorsement of Clarke Reed on
Wednesday, robbing Reagan
of the influential Mississippi
state chairman's backing in
the struggle for the state's
votes, the largest un-
committed group-headed for
the Kansas City convention.
With Ford now having 1,097
votes in The Associated Press
delegate survey, Mississippi's
30 votes could put him within
reach of the 1,130 total needed
for the nomination. Reagan
now has 1,023 votes, with 139
delegates uncommitted.
Reed said in a statement
released in Jackson, Miss.,
that he defected because
Reagan picked Pennsylvania
Sen. Richard Schweiker, a
liberal, as his running mate.
"I believe having this kind
of vice president is to big a
price to pay for the
nomination," Reed said.
He said Ford promised him
he would pick a running mate
who would be "philosophically
compatible with himself and
the mainstream of the
Republican party."
Even before Reed's
statement, Ford and Reagan
backers in Mississippi said the
President was picking up
strength among the delegates,
who had long been considered
to heavily favor Reagan.
Although Reed said he was
not going to ask other
Commission On
,Human Rights
To Meet Aug. 12





prenticeship programs will be
the main topic, of the state
Commission on Human Rights
meeting of Aug. 12.
The commission will con-
sider whether to adopt a,_,„
formula for determining what
reasonable upper age limits
might be permissible as en-
trance requirements for labor
union or joint labor-
management apprenticeship
programs.




between 40 and 65. years of
age.
delegates to follow his lead,
his defection could give Ford a
majority of the delegation's
votes, enough to control all 30
ballots under a unit rule.
As the Schweiker choice was
cutting into Reagan's
Southern backing, Schweiker
himself sought to turn his
alliance with the former
California governor into a plus
for Reagan.
He prepared to talk to the
I03-member Pennsylvania
delegation at a Capitol
meeting late today to try to
swing votes to Reagan.
After meeting with Sch-
weiker, the delegation was
scheduled to. go_ to the White
House to meet with Ford, who
now holds a 70 to 6 edge in the
delegation, with 27 delegates
undecided.
Reagan said from his Santa
Barbara, Calif., ranch, that
Reed earlier had pledged to
support him.
-I was disappointed that





Rep. Gene Synder, R-Ky.,
says that despite some
reservations about Ronald
Reagan's choice of Sen.
Richaifl Schweiker as his
running mate. he would still
support a Reagan-Schweiker
ticket.
Snycier said that "what I'm
interested in is having a
conservative at the op of the
ticket."
"I recognize, of course, that
he (Reagan) had to, at some
point, go for someone of a
more liberal bent than he,"
said Snyder, co chairman of
the Kentuckydelegation to the
Republican national con-
vention.
"But I would have thought
that he would have picked
someone who could have





As the GOP nomination
fight heated up, Democratic
presidential nominee Jimmy
Carter received a 5" -hour
briefing from Clj Director
George Bush on %liaday.
Bush said the briefing went
into a "great deal of detail" on
top-secret intelligence mat-
ters.
Reed said he would vote for
Ford in the Mississippi caucus
in Kansas City. Traditionally;
the state's delegation has gone
to the convention un-
committed and then voted as a
bloc, following the Wishes of
the majority of the delegation.
"I have not asked any
members of the delegation to
support any candidate and I
do not intend to do so," Reed
said.
The reaction among
Mississippi GOP leaders was
predictable: Ford backers
were happy and Reagan
supporters vowed to continue
the fight.
"I am very happy with it,
because _Clarke is one of the
most astute politicians in the
countryr'Sate Ford campaign
manager Gil Carmichael.
"This serves as a signal to the
rest of the state delegation
that we have the power now to
get on with the selection of the
President and bring unity to
the party."
Billy Mounger, Reagan's
state leader, said the Reed
decision "doesn't do much
damage. It's another vote,
which I don't like to lose, but
Reed does not control the
delegation. I'm still working
like heck for Reagan; I still
want to get this delegation for
Schweiker claimed Wed-
WRONG NAME
In the list of Murray State
University Security officers
listed Wednesday as involved
in the firearms instruction
program, the name of Eugene
Roberts should have been
Eugene Rogers.
nesday in Washington that 4'e
had swung six delegates train
Ford to Reagan and 14 more
Ford delegates into the un-
committed coital-in\ in Penn-
sylvania.
But, of the 84 Pennsylvania
delegates interviewed since
late Monday by The AP, only
three Ford delegates said they
were now uncommitted and
none said they were backing
Reagian.
Paesident Ford discussed
whom he should pick as a vice
presidential candidate with
congressional leaders on
Wednesday, with a variety of
names being floated following
the meeting.
stacks oiliau rungs at elm








&Wend ott . .. .........
A.T.EiT 
Ford UN -Hs
Gen. Motors 'OM -4
Gen. Tire Ma As
Goodrich 31% unc
Gulf Oil V% -1-%
Penner& 95 +%
Quaker Oats 00h unc
Republic Steel 3642 -%
Singer 23 unc
Tappan 154* +4*
Western Union  -%
Zenith 324a unc
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.2,
no change.
Below dam 301.7, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.2,
no change.
Below dam 305.4, up 1.0.
- Sunset 8:07. Sunrise 5:59.













/Quick Service and \
CARRY OUT ORDER 
Opening Special
Sandwiches 1/2  Price
AllbwrIvidey end Siriertitry
Owner Leroy Todd Manager Bob Word




Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
7534434
Don't get caught out in the cold this winter.
Arrange now for dired deposit of your
Soda! Security Check
411111111111191 .11111 1=M1111=111111116. 
Contact
Bank of Murray ,..c
